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Abstract 

Despite the existence of competent procedures for design of timber structures, 

instability failures are observed to happen frequently. These collapses are associated 

with buckling or excessive deflection coming as a result of insufficient bracing. This 

work uses a 3D FE-model of a large-span W-type timber truss to perform buckling 

analysis and geometric nonlinear stress analysis. The model is used to study how the 

different factors affect the eigenmodes and the distribution of the lateral bracing 

forces along the top chord of the truss. Results are compared with Eurocode 5 

calculations and values based on the theory of continuous beam on elastic 

foundation. The numerical study shows that eigenvalue increases with increased 

stiffness of the bracing members or reduced c-c distance between them and that out-

of-plane buckling mode dominates for trusses with unbraced compression diagonals. 

Results from the geometric nonlinear analysis implies that Eurocode 5 overestimates 

the capacity of the stabilization battens.   
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1. Introduction 

Contemporary knowledge in civil engineering has reached level at which 

elaborate projects, not considered feasible until recently, are being 

implemented with great amount of reliability despite their complicated 

nature. Precise evaluation of the capacity and serviceability of load bearing 

structures is achieved via means of the most modern technologies and 

scientific approaches.  

Particularly high standard practices are established in the challenging field 

of timber engineering. The ability to perform computer-aided simulations 

allows wooden structures to be designed efficiently against bending, shear 

and normal actions. Competent procedures have also been adopted to ensure 

adequate dimensioning of connections and sufficient fire resistance.  

1.1 Background 

In spite of the general progress, it is surprising that the frequency of 

structural failures is still relatively high. Considerable number of reported 

cases are associated with collapse of wooden roof structures. According to 

the extensive research programme reported in [1], leading failure mode 

appears to be instability. Predominantly, rafters and large-span timber 

trusses buckle or deflect excessively due to inadequate or absent bracing of 

the roof system and its comprising members.  

There are several presumptions for the reasons behind the present instability 

issues. However, the majority of involved researchers share similar view on 

the matter, stating that the problem is due to poor design. The study 

performed in [2] affirms the inadequacy of the traditional engineering 

principles for design of short-span pitched structures as strategy used for 

dimensioning of long-span trusses. The work of [3] also reflects on the same 

point, indicating lack of applicability of the common standards.  

Where a bracing system is required to provide lateral stability to a series of 

compression or bending members, as shown on Figure 1, this is achieved by 

providing rigidity using truss and tension diagonals or via plate action within 

the plane of the bracing structure [5]. And although the lateral stiffness of 

the structure becomes a combination of the stiffness of the members and the 

bracing system, in Eurocode 5 [6], the members’ stiffness is ignored and 

also the effect of shear deformations is not taken into account [5].  

According to [7], since the roof trusses are part of complex three-

dimensional structure, to capture their behaviour when subjected to torsion 

or out-of-plane bending, more realistic analysis requires 3D model. The 

current strategy of splitting the full system into 2D static models is found to 

be insufficient for the basis of [6].  
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Figure 1. Bracing trusses and tension diagonals (in red) to ensure out-of-plane stability [4]. 

 

In the conclusion of [8], the relevance of the computer based methods for 

design of wooden truss assemblies has been introduced. Both [7] and [9] 

refer to the use of FE-based tools for accurate simulation of the system 

behaviour, also accounting for the orthotropic nature of the timber material. 

Due to the complexity of such large-scaled problems, it is believed that 

considerable amount of research is needed before acceptance of any changes 

in the design procedures.  

1.2 Aim and Purpose 

This project aims to use a realistic three-dimensional finite element model of 

a long-span roof structure of wood which considers buckling and geometric 

nonlinear stress analyses.  

The purpose of the current work is to study in details the behavior of such 

timber structure and to provide a way to control its design approach.  

1.3 Hypothesis and Limitations 

It is expected that the methodology adopted in this project would yield 

adequate results which capture more accurately the nature of the investigated 

problem. Obtaining data which contradict with the assumptions in the code 

is considered possible.  

Actual study scope of this project could be extended broadly. However, for 

the purpose of this thesis work, extensive research on all factors cannot be 

done due to limitations in time. 
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Parameters, with expected high influence on the results which would not be 

studied thoroughly during the project are: 

Rotational stiffness of the joints; 

Initial inclination of the pitched structure; 

Influence of the material properties. 

1.4 Validity of the Study  

The timber engineering field would benefit if validation of the obtained 

results is achieved by respective empirical confirmation. Since experimental 

methodology is not included in this project, accuracy of the results would be 

evaluated via comparison with data from relevant research (possibly 

performed in an alternative way) and by the means of case studies. 
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2. Literature Review 

In search of improving the current situation of frequent instability failures, 

researchers have focused their effort on finding another conventional 

method for design of timber trusses. Some of the approaches which have 

been developed already are based onto simplified analysis [10].  

However, most of the widely used trusses are prefabricated statically 

indeterminate structures and common simple calculations cannot be applied 

on them. The work presented in [11] attests the erroneous results of the 

Eurocode 5 design calculations and states that disregarding the partial 

rigidity of joints decreases significantly the safety of the method.  

It appears that the greatest difficulty in the calculation of W-trusses is the 

determination of the moment distribution due to the relative displacement of 

connections [10]. According to [12], controlling sections of the chords are 

influenced by the size of the maximum moment peaks, usually occurring at 

the heel of the rafter, see Figure 2. Design with respect to these sections, 

though, is generally found inefficient in terms of costs and most of all, 

increasing significantly the depth of the element which is often associated 

with stability issues.  

 

Figure 2. Moment variation in top and bottom chords of W-truss [12]. 

Where instability is not considered, traditional practice is the use of local 

reinforcement elements such as punched metal plate fasteners or rods. 

However, this way of strengthening the truss members does not improve the 

global robustness of the entire roof structure. To achieve stability and 

prevent local failures, appropriate lateral bracing is usually incorporated in 

the design of pitched trusses.  

Ensuring coherent behaviour of all elements comprising the roof, buckling 

and lateral-torsional buckling need to be avoided. Thus, sufficient stiffness 

of the bracing element is required. There exist number of scientific 

approaches suggesting effective formulations of the design of bracing 

system for beams and columns. Yura [13], refers to the simple rigid link 

model developed by Winter for calculation of requirements against buckling. 

This approach accounts the imperfect geometry of columns (initial out-of-
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straightness) which is achieved by assumption of fictitious hinge n as shown 

on Figure 3. The significance of this model is its applicability to design of 

unequally braced members, which allows the last to reach load close to the 

critical Euler load.  

 

Figure 3. Imperfect column [13]. 

And even if the bracing design of timber assemblies continues to rely on 

Euler’s formula, which, according to [14], is inherently limited because of 

its focus on single members, many other methods exist. The one highlighted 

in [14] uses second order load-deformation relationship accounting the 

initial curvature of the column elements forming the truss. It shows very 

good correlation between predicted and measured instability loads which 

indicates that it is an alternative of Euler’s approach.  

Another nonlinear study on critical buckling load and lateral bracing force of 

wooden roof structures is the one presented in [15]. The project focuses on 

full-scale tests of individual trusses and truss assemblies, the results of 

which, are further used as input parameters for finite element method (FEM) 

based models. Outcome of the study concluded that stability capacity of the 

tested trusses/assemblies is strongly influenced by the initial out-of-plane 

deformations and the out-of-plane rotational stiffness of the connections of 

the compression members. Standard calculations were found to overestimate 

the lateral bracing force. Overall, the project is considered a good 

framework for evaluation of stability-related phenomena.  

One advanced way to determine the ultimate strength of wood beam-

columns subjected to axial compression and biaxial bending is found to be 

the method explained in [16], where a three-dimensional stability analysis 

procedure is presented. The approach takes into account the material 
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nonlinearity, geometrical changes and variation of wood mechanical 

properties. The analysis utilizes the Column Deflection Curve method 

(CDC) which is a piecewise numerical integration scheme that treats the 

beam-column as a series of discrete segments and computes the curvatures 

at the division points according to the axial load and bending moments, see 

Figure 4. The curvatures are then integrated throughout the length of the 

segment to obtain the deflections of each division joint.  

 

Figure 4. Column Deflection Curve analysis method [16]. 

Validation of the presented program is achieved by comparison of results 

with data obtained from FEM-based software – that shows good agreement. 

The work done in [16] is considered very adequate for the detailed 

description of the three-dimensional behaviour of compression wood 

member and is a benchmark for relevant studies in the field.  

As [3] states, the lateral bracing of the top chords is critical for the 

performance of a truss assembly and cannot be overemphasized. A project 

conducted to investigate various types of typical bracing systems affirms the 

previous statement. [17] is a theoretical study and does not support its 

findings with experimental results, albeit it clearly proved the former with 

numerous case studies. Figure 5 illustrates the arrangement of a roof 

structure. What the report clearly demonstrates is that boundary conditions 

which influence the degree of restraint exercised on a compression member 

are influenced by the capacity of adjacent members at the same node. The 

study presents detailed modelling techniques for treating the stiffness of 

connectors via FEM-elements in a three-dimensional simulation. It clearly 

shows that if distance between centerlines of bracing members and chords is 

not modelled accordingly, this results in underestimation of the actual 

buckling length which could be equal to 3,8 – 4,4 times the purlin spacing.  
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Figure 5. Bracing layout [17]. 

 

[17] concludes that the three-dimensional buckling analysis is an acceptable 

way of determining the buckling length of a compression chord in a timber 

roof structure.  
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3. Theory 

The following chapter contains relevant scientific knowledge required to 

implement the study.  

3.1 Wood 

It is essential to get an insight of the nature of the construction material for 

deeper understanding of its structural functionality. And since the building 

industry uses primarily softwood species [18], this section aims to explain 

the characteristics of the latter.  

3.1.1 Structure of Wood 

Wood is a natural composite built up of mainly three elements: 50% carbon, 

6% hydrogen and 44% oxygen in the form of cellulose, hemicellulose and 

lignin [18]. Cellulose is a long organic molecule chain which has reinforcing 

function and characterizes with high tensile strength and thermal stability. 

Hemicellulose could be considered as the ‘filler material’ of the wood 

structure which is susceptible to fungi degradation since its hygroscopic 

nature. Timber’s property of viscoelasticity is due to the presence of the 

binder layer comprising mainly of lignin.  

A wood cell can be divided into three parts: the cell wall, the cell lumen and 

the middle lamella. The cell wall is the structural part of the cell, the cell 

lumen being the cavity of the cell in which fluid transport takes place. The 

middle lamella is a bonding medium around the cell wall, interconnecting 

the cells. The cell wall consists mainly of a primary and secondary wall, see 

Figure 6. The secondary wall consists of three layers, denoted as S1, S2 and 

S3. These layers and the primary wall are composed of thread-like units 

called microfibrils.  

 

Figure 6. Schematic drawing of the microstructure of wood [19]. 
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The microfibrils are cellulosic chains located in a hemicellulose and lignin 

matrix. They can be regarded as a fibre-reinforced composite [20]. 

3.1.2 Material Properties 

Wood is an anisotropic material, i.e. its physical properties depend upon 

direction [7]. Moreover, in [20], the internal structure of wood is defined to 

be orthotropic, which means wood has three symmetry planes mutually 

perpendicular to each other at every point in the material. The normal 

directions of these planes are called the orthotropic directions in wood and 

are denoted by the letters l, r and t, designating the longitudinal, radial and 

tangential directions in the wood material, see Figure 7. 

 

Figure 7. Orthotropic directions in wood [21]. 

3.1.3 Elasticity in Wood 

[20] uses the constitutive relation given by Hooke’s law to relate the elastic 

strains with stresses: 

 𝜺𝒆̅̅̅ = �̅��̅� ( 1 ) 

where �̅� is the compliance matrix and 𝜺𝒆̅̅ ̅ and �̅� are the elastic strain and 

stress column matrices, respectively. They are given by: 

 

𝜺𝒆̅̅̅ =

[
 
 
 
 
 
 
𝜀𝑙
𝑒

𝜀𝑟
𝑒

𝜀𝑡
𝑒

𝛾𝑙𝑟
𝑒

𝛾𝑙𝑡
𝑒

𝛾𝑟𝑡
𝑒 ]
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

( 2 ) 
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 ( 4 ) 

The parameters 𝐸𝑙, 𝐸𝑟, 𝐸𝑡 are the moduli of elasticity in the orthotropic 

directions and 𝐺𝑙𝑟, 𝐺𝑙𝑡, 𝐺𝑟𝑡 are the shear moduli in the respective orthotropic 

planes. All 𝜈-values are the Poisson’s ratios.  

 

3.2 Geometric Nonlinearity 

To be able to capture the stress-strain relationship in actual imperfect 

conditions, so called Second order theory, where equilibrium equations are 

established with respect to deformed geometry, should be applied [22]. For 

the two-dimensional axial bar element on Figure 8, where the force N is 

positive tensile force, equilibrium equation has the form: 

 

 

[

𝑆𝑥1
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[

𝑣𝑥1

𝑣𝑧1

𝑣𝑥2

𝑣𝑧2

] ( 5 ) 

This could be expressed also as: 

 𝑺 = 𝒌𝟐𝒗 = (𝒌𝟏 + 𝒌𝑮)𝒗     ( 6 ) 

where 𝐒 are the element nodal forces, 𝐯 is the element displacement vector 

and: 
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𝒌𝟏 =
𝐸𝐴

𝐿
[

1 0 −1 0
0 0 0 0

−1 0 1 0
0 0 0 0

]   

𝒌𝑮 =
𝑁

𝐿
[

0 0 0 0
0 1 0 −1
0 0 0 0
0 −1 0 1

] 

  ( 7 ) 

As stated in [22], kG is called geometric matrix and is influenced by the 

normal force N acting in the element, and is also often referred as kσ. The 

geometric matrix modifies the linear stiffness matrix to the so-called second 

order stiffness k2.  

 

Figure 8. Axial (bar) element [22]. 

Similarly, for two-dimensional beam element, the nonlinear effect is 

accounted in the geometric matrix: 

 

𝒌𝑮 =
𝑁

30𝐿
[

36 −3𝐿 −36 −3𝐿
−3𝐿 4𝐿2 3𝐿 −𝐿2

−36 3𝐿 36 3𝐿
−3𝐿 −𝐿2 3𝐿 4𝐿2

] ( 8 ) 

 

3.3 Instability 

The physical interpretation of the buckling implies that the structure loses its 

stiffness and could attain large displacements due to small increase in 

loading [22]. This instability phenomenon corresponds mathematically to a 

bifurcation state which could be expresses by the eigenvalue problem: 

 (𝒌𝟏 + 𝜆𝒌𝑮)𝝍 = 𝟎 ( 9 ) 

Solving this problem would yield n number of eigenvalues 𝜆 and 

corresponding buckling shapes 𝝍 at which the structure deforms [23]. 
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Practically, the magnitude of 𝜆 is associated with the capacity of the 

respective structure to resist instability failures.  

3.3.1 Column Buckling 

When a slender column is loaded axially, there exists a tendency for it to 

deflect sideways. This type of instability is called flexural buckling. Factors 

influencing the load-bearing capacity of a timber column involve its 

geometric imperfections. Most important of these are the initial curvature, 

inclination of the member axis and deviations of cross-sectional dimensions 

from the nominal values. For timber columns, the deviation from 

straightness e, see Figure 9, is limited to 1/500 of the length for glued 

laminated members and to 1/300 of the length for structural timber [24]. 

 

Figure 9. Real imperfect column with deviation of straightness e [25]. 

For members under combined compression and bending, which are able to 

deflect sideways, [6] has a procedure of design. First, the relative 

slenderness ratios are defined by: 

 

𝜆𝑟𝑒𝑙,𝑦 = √
𝑓𝑐,0,𝑘

𝜎𝑐,𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡,𝑦
= √

𝑓𝑐,0,𝑘

𝛼𝑘,𝑦𝜎𝑐,𝑘
 𝑎𝑛𝑑  𝜆𝑟𝑒𝑙,𝑧 = √

𝑓𝑐,0,𝑘

𝜎𝑐,𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡,𝑧
= √

𝑓𝑐,0,𝑘

𝛼𝑘,𝑧𝜎𝑐,𝑘
  ( 10 ) 

where 

 
𝜎𝑐,𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡,𝑦 = 𝜋2

𝐸0,05

𝜆𝑦
2  𝑎𝑛𝑑  𝜎𝑐,𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡,𝑧 = 𝜋2

𝐸0,05

𝜆𝑧
2

 ( 11 ) 

𝜆𝑦 and 𝜆𝑟𝑒𝑙,𝑦 are the slenderness ratios corresponding to bending about Y-axis 

(deflection in z-direction), and 𝜆𝑧 and 𝜆𝑟𝑒𝑙,𝑧 – to the deflection in y-direction. 
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fc,0,k is the compression strength in the wood fibre direction, 𝛼𝑘,𝑦 and 𝛼𝑘,𝑧 are 

the eigenvalues for the first eigenmode and σc,k is the characteristic 

compression stress at the location where the maximum buckling deflection 

occurs. The relative slenderness ratio can then be used to calculate the 

corresponding buckling lengths as 

 
𝑙𝑐,𝑦 =

𝜆𝑟𝑒𝑙,𝑦𝑖𝑦𝜋

√
𝑓𝑐,0,𝑘

𝐸𝑘

 
( 12 ) 

 
𝑙𝑐,𝑧 =

𝜆𝑟𝑒𝑙,𝑧𝑖𝑧𝜋

√
𝑓𝑐,0,𝑘

𝐸𝑘

 
 

( 13 ) 

where 𝑖𝑦 and  𝑖𝑧 are the radius of gyration and Ek is the characteristic 

modulus of elasticity for the member.   

For both λrel,y ≤ 0,3 and λrel,z ≤ 0,3 the stresses in the member should satisfy 

the following conditions: 

 
(
𝜎𝑐,0,𝑑

𝑓𝑐,0,𝑑
)

2

+
𝜎𝑚,𝑦,𝑑

𝑓𝑚,𝑦,𝑑
+ 𝑘𝑚

𝜎𝑚,𝑧,𝑑

𝑓𝑚,𝑧,𝑑
≤ 1 ( 14 ) 

 
(
𝜎𝑐,0,𝑑

𝑓𝑐,0,𝑑
)

2

+ 𝑘𝑚

𝜎𝑚,𝑦,𝑑

𝑓𝑚,𝑦,𝑑
+

𝜎𝑚,𝑧,𝑑

𝑓𝑚,𝑧,𝑑
≤ 1 ( 15 ) 

where 𝜎𝑐,0,𝑑 is the design compressive stress and 𝑓
𝑐,0,𝑑

 is the design 

compressive strength. 𝜎𝑚,𝑦,𝑑 and 𝜎𝑚,𝑧,𝑑 are the respective design bending 

stresses and 𝑓
𝑚,𝑦,𝑑

 and 𝑓
𝑚,𝑧,𝑑

 the design bending strengths. 𝑘𝑚 is 0,7 for 

rectangular sections and 1,0 for other cross-sections. In all other cases, the 

stresses should satisfy the following conditions: 

 𝜎𝑐,0,𝑑

𝑘𝑐,𝑧𝑓𝑐,0,𝑑
+

𝜎𝑚,𝑧,𝑑

𝑓𝑚,𝑧,𝑑
+ 𝑘𝑚

𝜎𝑚,𝑦,𝑑

𝑓𝑚,𝑦,𝑑
≤ 1 

( 16 ) 

 𝜎𝑐,0,𝑑

𝑘𝑐,𝑦𝑓𝑐,0,𝑑
+ 𝑘𝑚

𝜎𝑚,𝑧,𝑑

𝑓𝑚,𝑧,𝑑
+

𝜎𝑚,𝑦,𝑑

𝑓𝑚,𝑦,𝑑
≤ 1 ( 17 ) 

where 𝜎𝑚 is the bending stress due to any lateral loads and 

 
𝑘𝑐,𝑦 =

1

𝑘𝑦 + √𝑘𝑦
2 − 𝜆𝑟𝑒𝑙,𝑦

2

 
( 18 ) 

 
𝑘𝑐,𝑧 =

1

𝑘𝑧 + √𝑘𝑧
2 − 𝜆𝑟𝑒𝑙,𝑧

2

 
( 19 ) 
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 𝑘𝑦 = 0,5[1 + 𝛽𝑐(𝜆𝑟𝑒𝑙,𝑦 − 0,3) + 𝜆𝑟𝑒𝑙,𝑦
2] ( 20 ) 

 𝑘𝑧 = 0,5[1 + 𝛽𝑐(𝜆𝑟𝑒𝑙,𝑧 − 0,3) + 𝜆𝑟𝑒𝑙,𝑧
2] ( 21 ) 

𝛽
𝑐
 is a factor for members within the straightness limits mentioned above 

and has values 0,2 for solid timber and 0,1 for glulam. The difference 

between solid and glued laminated timber is mainly caused by the smaller 

initial curvature of glulam members and their smaller deviations from target 

sizes [24], [22].  

3.3.2 Lateral-torsional Buckling of Beam 

When designing beams, the prime concern is to provide adequate load 

carrying capacity and stiffness against bending about its major principle 

axis, usually in the vertical plane. This leads to a cross-sectional shape in 

which the bending stiffness in the vertical plane is often much greater than 

that in horizontal plane. Figure 10 illustrates the response of a slender 

simply supported beam, subjected to bending in the vertical plane; the 

phenomenon is termed lateral-torsional buckling as it involves both lateral 

deflection and twisting. This type of instability is similar to the simpler 

flexural buckling of axially loaded columns in that loading the beam in its 

stiffer plane has induced a failure by buckling in a less stiff direction [24]. 

 

Figure 10. Lateral-torsional buckling of beam member [25]. 

The bending moment at which such instability takes place is termed the 

critical moment, 𝑀𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡. The corresponding critical bending stress (for beam 

with rectangular cross-section b x h) is given by: 

 
𝜎𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡 =

𝜋𝑏2

ℎ𝑙𝑒𝑓
√𝐸0,05𝐺0,05 ( 22 ) 
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where E0,05 and G0,05are the 5th-percentile values of the modulus of elasticity 

parallel to the grain and shear modulus of the beam respectively. For a beam 

subjected to bending about its strong axis (denoted Y-axis), [6] requires that: 

 𝜎𝑚,𝑑 ≤ 𝑘𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑓𝑚,𝑑 ( 23 ) 

where 𝜎𝑚,𝑧,𝑑 is the design bending stress, 𝑓
𝑚,𝑑

 is the design bending strength 

and 𝑘𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡 is a factor controlling the bending strength with respect to lateral-

torsional buckling [22].  

Eurocode 5 [6] states: 

 𝑘𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡 = 1  (𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝜆𝑟𝑒𝑙,𝑚 ≤ 0,75) ( 24 ) 

 𝑘𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡 = 1,56 − 0,75𝜆𝑟𝑒𝑙,𝑚 
 (𝑓𝑜𝑟 0,75 ≤ 𝜆𝑟𝑒𝑙,𝑚 ≤ 1,4) 

( 25 ) 

 
𝑘𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡 = 

1

𝜆𝑟𝑒𝑙,𝑚
2   (𝑓𝑜𝑟 1,4 ≤ 𝜆𝑟𝑒𝑙,𝑚) ( 26 ) 

where the relative slenderness ratio for bending is given by: 

 

𝜆𝑟𝑒𝑙,𝑚 = √
𝑓𝑚,𝑘

𝜎𝑚,𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡
 ( 27 ) 

The load-carrying capacity of a beam which is liable to lateral-torsional 

instability may be improved by the provision of bracing members. The main 

requirements are that the bracing members are sufficiently stiff to hold the 

beam effectively against lateral movement and that they are sufficiently 

strong to withstand the forces transmitted by the beam [24]. 

3.3.3 Bracing Design  

When an element in a structure is subjected to compression due to a direct 

force or by a bending moment and is insufficiently stiff to prevent lateral 

instability or excessive lateral deflection, lateral bracing of the member is 

likely to be required [5]. This is particularly relevant to the design of 

columns and beams acting as individual members or as part of combined 

structure, for instance the upper chord of a truss [24]. Compression members 

of length l which are braced by elastic supports to avoid buckling, see Figure 

11, produce big spring forces if the deflected shapes shown in diagrams b) 

and c) are assumed.  
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Figure 11. System and deflections of braced members [10]. 

This could be simulated by increasing the spring stiffness to a minimum 

value of: 

 
𝐶 = 𝑘𝑠𝜋

2
𝐸𝐼

𝑎3
 ( 28 ) 

where  

 𝑘𝑠 = 2 [1 + 𝑐𝑜𝑠 (
𝜋

𝑚
)] ( 29 ) 

and l=ma, see Figure 12. 𝑘𝑠 = 2 for one wave shape and 𝑘𝑠 = 4 for an 

infinite number of waves.  

 

Figure 12. Single members in compression braced by lateral supports [6]. 

The spring force 𝐹𝑑, see Figure 13, can be calculated conservatively by a 

second order analysis to be: 

 
𝐹𝑑 =

𝑁𝑑

𝑘𝑓,𝑖
≤ 5,2𝑁

𝑒

2𝑎
 ( 30 ) 

where e is the maximum deviation of straightness.  
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Figure 13. Shape and forms of an elastically supported member [24]. 

According to [6], for a series of n parallel members which require lateral 

supports at intermediate nodes A, B, etc., see Figure 14, a bracing system 

should be provided, which, in addition to the effects of external horizontal 

load, should be capable of resisting an internal stability load per unit length 

q as follows: 

 
𝑞𝑑 = 𝑘𝑙

𝑛𝑁𝑑

𝑘𝑓,𝑖𝑙
 ( 31 ) 

where  

 

𝑘𝑙 = 𝑚𝑖𝑛 {
1

√15
𝑙

 ( 32 ) 

and kf,i are modification factors ranging from 4 to 80 [6].  
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Figure 14. Beam or truss system requiring lateral support [6]. 

 

3.4 Finite Element Method 

3.4.1 The Finite Element Method 

[26] describes The Finite Element Method (FEM) as a numerical technique 

for finding approximate solutions of partial differential as well as integral 

equations. Describing particular physical problem, the latter usually hold 

over a certain domain which could be one, two or three dimensional. It is a 

characteristic feature to the FEM that instead of seeking approximations that 

cover directly the whole region, the last is discretized into smaller parts, so-

called finite elements, see Figure 15. The approximation is then carried out 

over each element, and the collection of all such discrete parts is called a 

finite element mesh. 
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Figure 15. Mapping (transformation) of straight lines given by ξ=C and η=C, (C-arbitrary constants) 

in the parent domain into curved lines into the global domain [27]. 

Often, FE analysis employs the use of the so-called isoparametric elements. 

The geometry of these elements is described with the same shape functions 

which are used for the approximation of the unknown variable. However, for 

almost all realistic geometric configurations, the use of such elements 

requires evaluation of the unknown to be done in an approximate manner – 

using numerical integration techniques. In addition, even though an exact 

analytical integration may be possible, it may be so complicated that it 

hampers the establishment of an efficient FE program [27].  

A preferred strategy for numerical integration of isoparametric elements is 

the Gauss integration method. This is a powerful strategy which for n 

integration points, provides exact integration of polynomial of order 2n-1. 

Figure 16 shows the position of the integration points (Gauss points). 

Normally, the number of integration points is kept the same in the directions 

of the element local axes.  

 

Figure 16. Locations of Gauss points for 1x1, 2x2 and 3x3 point integration in parent domain [27]. 

In general, it appears that numerical integration introduces an additional 

approximation into the FE method, and therefore a high order of integration 

is preferable. In practice, this is not the case since the approximation related 

to numerical integration may improve the FE results, which suggests that 

relatively low order of integration could be adopted [27].  
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3.4.2 Abaqus 

Nowadays, there are numerous of commercial computer-based software for 

FE simulations. An appropriate one for the purpose of this project is 

considered to be Abaqus. This numerical tool allows the creation of two- 

and three-dimensional models to which material properties, boundary 

conditions, loads and constraints could be prescribed. The software is “user-

friendly” and displays geometry which could be manipulated easily. Abaqus 

commands are based on the computer language Python which facilitates the 

process of changing parameters. After completion of the FE analysis, results 

are visible and could be extracted as separate data files.  

Using three-dimensional solid elements in the designed model, a complete 

stereoscopic structure could be analysed, taking into account all possible 

stress components. This is of great importance for the objective of this 

project, since Abaqus computes local stress values for orthotropic materials, 

which means for wood the notation of given stress component follows the 

local cylindrical coordinate system [26]. However, to reduce the 

computational time, models constructed with three-dimensional beam 

elements are often preferred.  
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4. Methodology  

Employing the finite element method for analysis of deformations, stresses 

and stability as well as the structural design method based on stress criteria 

given in Eurocode 5, it is intended that the procedure would allow better 

general understanding of the physical phenomena and also yield quantitative 

data for the performance of long-span trusses as part of roof assemblies. 

4.1 Choice of Structure 

The selection of an appropriate structural geometry used for the purpose of 

the present project is crucial step in its research algorithm. Since this work is 

aimed to deliver conventional results which are relevant to the timber 

engineering field, thorough consideration is done to assure applicability of 

the findings. [28] states that the most common timber roof configuration 

appears to be the W-type truss assembly. Hence, to study in detail the 

behaviour of a pitched large-span structure of wood, the truss used for the 

implementation of the numerical analyses and the hand calculations is 

chosen to have geometry as shown in Figure 17. All individual members of 

that truss are built with structural timber of strength class C24 and are joined 

together with punched metal plate fasteners.  

 

 

Figure 17. Illustration of geometry, cross-sectional dimensions, boundary conditions and design loads 

for the studied timber truss [29]. 

Figure 17 also presents the cross-sectional dimensions of the structural 

elements and the design load value used in this project. This symmetrically 

distributed load is based on combination accounting dead load, wind (as 

leading variable load acting on the gable of the building) and snow. 

The studied truss is part of a complex three-dimensional roof assembly 

which consists of numerous such trusses oriented parallel to the gables of 

the building, see Figure 18. These slender pitched structures are joined 

together via timber battens nailed on the top of the trusses. The battens, 

together with particular number of bracing trusses positioned in the roof 

plane and linking the top chords of two adjacent pitched trusses, are used to 
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ensure the lateral stability of the entire roof. Similar to the roof trusses, the 

bracing trusses are also manufactured using punched metal plates. 

 

a) 

 

b) 

Figure 18. Truss assembly of the roof: a) side view, b) plan view with perspective. 

 

4.2 Numerical Analyses 

As mentioned in section 3.4.1, the FEM is a numerical process used in all 

engineering subdivisions to analyse diverse physical problems governed by 

partial differential equations. Thus, to utilize the capacity of the modern 

computer-based tools, FEM analysis is performed with the aid of Abaqus.  
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4.2.1 Modelling 

The investigated truss is modelled using three-dimensional beam elements 

which allows relatively fast computational process, hence, less time to yield 

the results. The lateral bracing system provided to the truss is modelled as 

series of elastic spring elements connected to the top chord as shown in 

Figure 19. These springs represent the overall elastic stiffness behaviour of 

the battens, where one spring acts as a batten. In this model the individual 

spring stiffness is dependent on the foundation modulus Ks (N/m/m or N/m2) 

and the c-c spacing ab between the battens, and is given as ks = Ksab. This 

means that the individual spring stiffness increases linearly when increasing 

the distance between the bracing elements.  

 

Figure 19. Model of the truss using spring elements to represent the roof battens. 

To simulate the punched metal plate connections between the truss members 

(top chords, bottom chords and diagonal members) the model employed 

elastic spring elements for the six local degrees of freedom in each 

connection point (three slip and three rotational degrees of freedom). Values 

of the stiffness of these springs is taken from the experimental and 

theoretical work done in [30]. Figure 20 presents the loading configuration 

used in this study together with the applied boundary conditions.  

 

 

Figure 20. Applied loads and boundary conditions.  
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The creation of the FE-model is intended to ease the study of the 

relationship between the different parameters and the structural behaviour of 

the truss. Therefore, the simulations in this project are performed via Python 

script with built-in variables. This allows controlled changes in parameters 

characterizing the geometry, material properties, boundary conditions and 

loading of the structure. The parametric-based script with detailed 

description of the created model is available in Appendix 1.  

4.2.2 Buckling Analysis 

For long-span trusses braced with elastic (semi-rigid) bracing systems of 

wood, it is practically difficult to prevent out-of-plane deformations. That is 

why, it is necessary to use numerical buckling analysis to compute and 

visualize the critical failure mode (the first buckling mode in three-

dimensional space). To perform the buckling analysis for the truss in this 

project, a step in the FE-model is assigned. It uses Lanczos eigensolver 

which allows determination of the respective instability failure to be done. 

This numerical study evaluates the influence of the overall bracing stiffness 

and the c-c batten spacing on the first eigenvalue of the studied truss.  

4.2.3 Geometric Nonlinear Analysis 

To be able to transfer the lateral instability forces caused by the out-of-plane 

bending of the timber trusses, the bracing battens require sufficient strength 

and stiffness. Hence, a geometric nonlinear analysis is performed in order to 

determine adequately the forces these stability members should be designed 

for. As input for the initial imperfection needed for the stress analysis, the 

FE-model in this project uses the results from the buckling analysis of the 

truss, see Figure 21.  

 

 

a)                                                                   b) 

Figure 21. Scaled out-of-plane displacements used as initial imperfections in the geometric nonlinear 

analysis: a) whole truss, b) corner between top and bottom chords.  
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4.2.4 Parametric Study 

Since the stability of large-span trussed roofs is a function of numerous 

factors, it is presumed that comprehensive study on the latter would yield 

valuable data about the behaviour of such structures. Hence, to identify a 

particular trend in the capacity of trussed assemblies against lateral 

instability, a parametric study is performed. This investigation aims to 

establish relationships between different factors and the first eigenvalue 

obtained after the buckling analysis. To illustrate more distinctly the 

ongoing physical patterns, the positions of the maximum out-of-plane 

buckling displacements for the different simulations are recorded. By plot of 

the moment diagrams corresponding to the out-of-plane buckling, the 

distance between the zero moment points on the moment curve for the half-

wave where the maximum out-of-plane displacement in the top chord 

occurs, is measured, see Figure 22. Recorded are also the number of the 

springs acting within this distance.  

 

Figure 22. Exemplary measurement of the distance between the zero moment points corresponding to 

out-of-plane buckling of the top chord. 

There exists a practice to provide stability of the trussed roof structures by 

provision of additional bracing added to the mid-span of the compressed 

diagonal members of each truss. These supplementary lateral restraints aim 

to assure in-plane buckling for higher vertical loads. In this work, such 

additional bracing is simulated for two (the longer) and four (all) 

compressed diagonals of the wooden trusses.  

Significant attention is paid to the influence of the center-to-center spacing 

between the battens on the buckling behaviour of the trusses. The 

investigation includes simulations with fixed foundation modulus Ks while 
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varying the number of the springs supporting laterally the top chords of the 

timber trusses. Analogically, this study is performed for various foundation 

moduli. And since the FE-model built for the purpose of this study uses the 

results from the buckling analysis to perform geometric nonlinear stress 

analysis, it is considered that c-c spacing between the roof battens would 

affect the magnitudes of the forces they have to transfer. Hence, dependency 

of the spring forces on the number (hence position) of the used battens is 

reported (for realistic values of spacing 400 mm to 670 mm).  

 

4.3 Conventional Design 

The implementation of a standard design procedure employs the values 

stemming from the numerical study in order to perform adequate 

dimensioning of the stability truss and the bracing battens. To check whether 

the stress criteria in Eurocode 5 is fulfilled, design calculations are 

performed with respect to the building shown in Figure 23. The bracing truss 

is placed between the first and the second pitched trusses and it needs to 

transfer forces caused by wind acting on the gable as well as lateral stability 

forces coming from the roof assembly. Typically, a bracing truss is designed 

to provide stabilization of 8 to 10 trusses, hence, for this example the more 

demanding case is assumed – 10. 

 

Figure 23. Roof system with stabilisation truss, subjected to horizontal and vertical loading [29]. 

4.3.1 Design Criteria Check for Timber Truss 

Commonly, pitched timber trusses are designed based on assumption that 

the stabilization systems provided are capable to prevent out-of-plane failure 

modes. Hence, to calculate the critical design stresses needed in equations 
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(16) and (17), a static two-dimensional frame analysis of the truss is 

performed. The top and bottom chords of the timber structure are modelled 

as continuous two-dimensional beams hinged to each other, and the diagonal 

members are modelled as bar elements. The structure is then loaded with the 

symmetric loading shown in Figure 17. 

4.3.2 Design Forces for Bracing Truss 

Design of the bracing structure is based on a load combination (wind, snow 

and dead load), where the wind load on the gable is treated as a leading load 

and the respective upward wind load acting on the roof is neglected since it 

is in favor in this load combination. The wind load on gable is partly carried 

by the bracing truss (the load acting on the shaded area in Figure 23). For the 

adopted load combination, the design wind pressure qwp,d acting on the gable 

is calculated with equation (33) and the linear line load qw,d acting on the 

bracing truss is given by (34):  

 𝑞𝑤𝑝,𝑑 = 𝛾𝑑𝛾𝑄𝑞𝑝(𝑐𝑝𝑒 + 𝑐𝑝𝑖) = 0.91 ∙ 1.5 ∙ 0.825(0.7 + 0.3)

= 1.13 𝑘𝑁/𝑚2 

 

( 33 ) 

 
𝑞𝑤,𝑑 =

𝑞𝑤𝑝,𝑑𝑙ℎ

2𝑙𝑏𝑡
𝑥      𝑓𝑜𝑟  0 ≤ 𝑥 ≤ 𝑙𝑏𝑡 

( 34 ) 

where lh is the height of the timber truss and lbt is the length of the bracing 

truss [29]. The lateral stability forces caused by the compressed top chords 

of the timber trusses are calculated with a geometric nonlinear analysis of a 

timber truss. The critical imperfections (initial slope of the timber truss  

and maximum bending eccentricity e of the top chord) used for the 

simulation are based on [6] and the national annex of Sweden. 

 
𝜙 = 0.02

2.5

𝑙ℎ

180

𝜋
= 0.02

2.5

3.09

180

𝜋
= 0.93° 

( 35 ) 

 
𝑒 =

𝑙𝑏𝑡

300
=

10.0

300
= 0.033𝑚 

( 36 ) 

To create this geometry of initial imperfection, a buckling analysis of a truss 

with an initial slope of = 0.93º and having small spring stiffness (small 

foundation modulus) is performed, see Figure 24. Used number of battens is 

fixed to 26 per one pitch of the top chord, hence, 400 mm c-c spacing.  

 

Figure 24. Plan view of a truss buckling with whole lengths of the top chords. 
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In order to generate the respective spring forces from the geometric 

nonlinear analysis, the truss is loaded incrementally up to the design load 

shown in Figure 17. It is also braced with a stiffness of the springs ks =200 

kN/m – typical value based on roof batten with a cross-section of 45ˣ70 mm2 

and two typical nails in each joint [30]. The forces presented in Figure 25 

are result of these simulations. They are further used to perform static 

analysis of the bracing truss from Figure 23.  

 

Figure 25. Variation in the lateral bracing forces (spring forces) along the top chord when subjected 

to a design load qd = 1.63 kN/m [29]. 

Based on the forces shown in Figure 25, individual stabilization forces 

acting on the bracing truss, see Table 1, are applied to the load configuration 

used to perform the static analysis. Figure 26 illustrates in details the 

geometry, boundary conditions and loading for this analysis. 

Table 1. Internal stability forces Qb,i,d acting on the bracing truss [29]. 

Forces Qb,i,d [kN] 

Qb,1 Qb,2 Qb,3 Qb,4 Qb,5 Qb,6 Qb,7 Qb,8 

0.0 0.20 0.36 0.57 0.86 1.11 1.22 1.23 

Qb,9 Qb,10 Qb,11 Qb,12 Qb,13 Qb,14 Qb,15 Qb,16 

1.22 1.20 1.18 1.14 1.08 0.94 0.76 0.67 

Qb,17 Qb,18 Qb,19 Qb,20 Qb,21 Qb,22 Qb,23 Qb,24 

0.64 0.60 0.58 0.57 0.52 0.50 0.47 0.45 

Qb,25 Qb,26  

0.41 0.35 
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Figure 26. Illustration of geometry, cross-sectional dimensions, boundary conditions and design loads 

for the bracing truss [29]. 

4.3.3 Design Forces for Roof Battens 

To calculate the design forces in the roof battens a geometric nonlinear 

analysis of the timber truss is performed. The used initial imperfection is 

based on the out-of-plane buckling mode of a truss having stiffness of the 

springs (Ks=500 kN/m2 and spaced at 400 mm), see Figure 27. The pitched 

structure is loaded incrementally up to the design load qd = 1.63 kN/m 

applying scale factor for the initial out-of-plane displacements equal to 

0.004 m. The latter stems from [6], where the maximum initial bending 

eccentricity of the largest half-wave is set to L/300 = 3ab/300.  

 

Figure 27. Out-of-plane buckling mode of a truss with a spring stiffness ks = 200 kN/m and c-c 

distance 400 mm between the roof battens. 

Performance of a design procedure for the roof battens which satisfies the stress 

controls in Eurocode 5 uses the standard equations presented in sections 3.3.1 to 

3.3.3. It should be noted that the design force Nc,d used for the design is ten times 

the maximum spring force stemming from the geometric nonlinear analysis (10 

braced trusses are assumed).  

Raw results of all simulations done for the purpose of the study are presented in 

Appendices 2 and 3.  
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5. Analysis of Results 

This chapter presents in descriptive way the significant findings of the study. 

It includes plots of the data stemming from the numerical analyses as well as 

calculations and diagrams illustrating the performed tasks.  

5.1 Influence of Spring Stiffness 

The graph on Figure 28 presents superimposed plot of the relationships 

between the foundation modulus and the first eigenvalues for trusses with 

no, partial and full out-of-plane bracing of the compressed diagonals, 

respectively. For fixed c-c distance between the springs, the plot shows 

clearly the influence of the stiffness of the bracing battens on the 

eigenvalues of the trusses.   

 

Figure 28. Relationship between foundation modulus and the first eigenvalue for truss with spacing 

between the battens fixed to 400 mm. 

Increasing the foundation modulus, hence, the stiffness of the springs, the 

first eigenvalues of all three trusses also increase. It is observed that the 

curves of the two trusses with additional bracing (red and blue on Figure 28) 

are in very close proximity and nearly coincide within the studied range, 

whereas the plot of the relationship of the unbraced truss significantly differs 

after reaching eigenvalue of approximately 3.55. The black curve converges 

to 3.63, whereas the braced trusses reach maximum eigenvalues of 4.70. 

This indicates that, even one set of additional bracing applied to the longest 

compressed diagonals is sufficient to improve significantly the buckling 

performance of the studied truss. A confirmation to this inference could be 

found in Figure 29. 
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Figure 29. Relationship between first eigenvalues and spring stiffness for the studied pitched truss 

having spacing between the roof battens fixed to 400 mm as well as nine eigenmodes diagrams for 

different spring stiffness values [29]. 

The plot in Figure 29 illustrates directly how the stiffness of the roof battens 

affects the buckling mode of the pitched structures with no and with one set 
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of two braced diagonals. By the use of eigenmode diagrams together with 

the plot, the trend of the buckling behaviour of the trusses could be 

observed.  

For unrealistically small values of the stiffness of the individual bracing 

elements, 10 N/m to 90 N/m, the structures tilt out-of-the-plane (diagram 1). 

The trusses buckle outwards with length of the half-wave equal to one of the 

top chords for values between 90N/m and 300N/m (diagram 2). Keeping the 

same pattern of decreasing the wave lengths of the eigenmodes when 

increasing the spring stiffness, the two curves diverge at 224 kN/m.  

Soon after the eigenvalue of the unbraced truss starts converging, its 

buckling mode changes drastically. When the stiffness of the springs reaches 

232 kN/m the diagonal of the truss buckles out-of-the-plane. This failure 

mode governs the buckling behaviour of the pitched structure for all the 

higher stiffness values simulated in this study.  

Parallel to this, the truss with additional bracing of the longer compressed 

diagonals, keeps increasing the number of half-waves occurring in the 

buckling modes up to 19 (diagram 8) – two more than the highest number 

achieved by the unbraced truss. For value of the spring stiffness 406 kN/m 

the braced truss is reported to reach in-plane failure. This buckling mode 

prevails for all values of the spring stiffness higher than 406 kN/m.  

An important remark which could be made here is that, to achieve in-plane 

buckling, the compressed diagonals of the studied truss needs to be laterally 

restrained at the mid-points.  

5.1.1 Effective Number of Battens 

Further investigation of the buckling behaviour of the pitched structure 

yields results which are presented in this subsection.  

For a truss with no additional bracing at the diagonals and fixed center-to-

center distance between the roof battens of 400 mm, Figure 30 presents how 

the distance between the zero moment points (DBZMP) on the out-of-plane 

buckling curve of the top chord is affected by the stiffness of the individual 

springs. The plot illustrates that for very small stiffness of the roof battens 

this distance is nearly as large as the span of the pitched truss. Increasing the 

spring stiffness decreases the DBZMP to 1.10 m for out-of-plane buckling 

modes.  

When the last failure mode is reached – buckling of the diagonal – the 

structure is reported to have DBZMP of the top chord where the maximum 

out-of-plane displacement occurs ranging from 0.82 m to 0.65 m.  
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Figure 30. Change in the DBZMP for out-of-plane buckling of the top chord of a truss with no braced 

diagonals. 

More significant observations related to these measurements could be made 

based on Figure 31. The graph, together with diagrams, presents the 

recorded number of springs acting within the DBZMP as a function of the 

individual spring stiffness. It could be seen that for very small values of the 

foundation modulus, almost all available battens (for c-c 400 m they are 51 

in total) lie within the DBZMP. Here too, increasing the stiffness of the 

springs, the number of battens acting within DBZMP decreases. The value 

converges to 2 springs for the out-of-plane buckling modes and remains 

constant for modes associated with failure of the diagonal.  

This shows that, in practice, the assumption of out-of-plane buckling of the 

top chord having half-waves of the same size as the c-c distance between the 

bracing members, is never valid for this configuration of the pitched 

structure made with C24 structural timber.  
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Figure 31. Number of springs acting within the DBZMP for out-of-plane buckling modes of a truss 

with no braced diagonals. 

5.1.2 Position of the Maximum Out-of-plane Displacement 

The graph on Figure 32 presents how the stiffness of the springs affects the 

x-coordinate of the maximum out-of-plane displacement of the top chord of 

the studied truss. Evidently, when the pitched structure tilts, the maximum 

displacement occurs at the tip of the top chord lying at the symmetry line of 

the structure. Increasing the stiffness of the springs, the maximum outwards 

deflection gets closer to the eaves of the truss and decreases its x-coordinate. 

It could be seen that for all out-of-plane buckling modes, the maximum 

displacement occurs in the first or the second half-wave from the eaves. 

When failure mode of the compressed diagonal prevails, the maximum out-

of-plane displacement occurs at constant position with x-coordinate 7.08 m. 

This is associated with the close proximity of this point to the joint between 

the top chord and the failing diagonal, which means that the rotational 

stiffness of this connection causes twisting of the top chord out-of-the-plane, 

hence, it has significant influence on the buckling capacity of the truss. 
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Figure 32. Variation in the position of the maximum out-of-plane displacement of the top chord of a 

truss with no braced diagonals. 

 

5.2 Influence of Centre-To-Centre Battens Spacing 

This section contains the findings of the implemented parametric study for 

the influence of the c-c spacing between the bracing members on the 

buckling performance of the pitched structure. 

5.2.1 Buckling Behaviour of the Studied Timber Truss 

Analysis of the results stemming from the simulations done on the truss 

braced with battens with cross-section 45ˣ70 mm2, hence foundation 

modulus Ks= 500000 kN/m2, are presented in Figure 33. It could be 

observed that there is a significant increase in the first eigenvalues when the 

number of springs used for bracing the top chord increases from 2 to 14 (c-c 

distance decreases from 10 m to 0.77 m). For c-c spacing ranging from 0.77 

m down to 0.4 m the eigenvalues change insignificantly and converge to 

3.38, which implies that, according to [31], the top chord of the C24 truss 

with this geometry and loading behaves similar to a continuous beam on an 

elastic foundation.  
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Figure 33. Relationship between eigenvalues and number of springs used to provide lateral bracing of 

the top chord of the studied timber truss with no braced diagonals [29]. 
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For diagrams 1 to 5 on Figure 33, c-c spacing larger than 1.11 m (10 

springs), all buckling modes occur with half-waves of the same length as the 

distance between the battens. It could be also inferred that the capacity of the 

truss to resist out-of-plane deformations is the same if it is braced with more 

than 14 roof battens per one pitch of the top chord.  

5.2.2 Buckling Modes for Trusses with Various Stiffness of the Bracing 

The multiple plot of the relationship between the eigenvalue and the c-c 

distance for different foundation moduli, see Figure 34, reveals how the 

spacing between the roof battens affect the capacity of the pitched timber 

structure against out-of-plane failure.  

 

Figure 34. Relationship between the first eigenvalue and the c-c spring spacing of truss braced with 

roof battens of different stiffness (given as foundation modulus Ks) and no braced diagonals. 

A trend which could be inferred from the plot is that for higher values of the 

foundation modulus, independent of the c-c spacing, the eigenvalue is also 

higher. However, the graph implies that the for different foundation moduli 

the c-c spacing affects the first eigenvalue of the trusses differently.  

Considering Figure 35, the plan view of the buckling mode diagrams for the 

two extreme c-c distances shows that, in fact, the capacity of the truss 

increases when increasing the spring spacing. This is explained with the fact 

that, the individual spring stiffness simulated in the model increases linearly 

for bigger c-c spacing (ks = Ksab). And since the value of Ks is unrealistically 

low, the buckling mode is not affected when the eigenvalue increases.  
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Figure 35. Relationship between the eigenvalue and the c-c spacing between the battens having 

foundation modulus Ks=10 N/m2.  

Similar observations are made for the timber truss laterally restrained along 

the top chord with foundation modulus Ks=100 N/m2. Figure 36 shows that 

the buckling mode is not affected by the magnitude of the first eigenvalue. 

The truss buckles with two half-waves for all values of the c-c distance 

between the springs.  

However, the plot shows different dependence of the eigenvalue on the 

spacing between the battens. Decreasing the distance increases the 

eigenvalue up to 0.123 which is reached when the number of battens used is 

4 (c-c 3.33 m) per one pitch of the top chord. For all simulations with 

smaller spacing between the springs, the buckling mode and the eigenvalue 

remain the same.  
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Figure 36. Relationship between the eigenvalue and the c-c spacing between the battens having 

foundation modulus Ks=100 N/m2. 

For foundation modulus Ks=1000 N/m2, Figure 37 shows change in both the 

eigenvalue and the buckling mode of the simulated truss. For 10 m distance 

between the springs, the structure fails out-of-the-plane having two half-

waves, whereas for c-c spacing of 3.3 m and respective eigenvalue 0.249, 

the failure mode occurs with three half-waves.  

The same pattern is apparent for the trusses braced with springs of higher 

stiffness. Figure 38 and Figure 39 both show significant increment of the 

eigenvalues the respective structures reach. It could be observed that the 

buckling behaviour is seriously affected by the c-c spacing. The eigenmodes 

occur with number of half-waves strongly dependent on the exact 

eigenvalue. For both trusses the lowest eigenmode has 2 half-waves, 

whereas for 400 mm spacing, 11 and 17 for Ks=100000 N/m2 and 

Ks=500000 N/m2 respectively.  

Figure 40 presents how the buckling behaviour changes when varying the 

center-to-center distance for a truss with high lateral bracing, Ks=1000000 

N/m2. As for the previous two values of the foundation moduli, each 

eigenvalue is associated with individual buckling mode. However, for 

spacing between the springs less than 0.77 m the truss fails in the longer 

compressed diagonal, rather than out-of-plane buckling of the top chord.  
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Figure 37. Relationship between the eigenvalue and the c-c spacing between the battens having 

foundation modulus Ks=1000 N/m2. 

 

Figure 38. Relationship between the eigenvalue and the c-c spacing between the battens having 

foundation modulus Ks=100000 N/m2. 
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Figure 39. Relationship between the eigenvalue and the c-c spacing between the battens having 

foundation modulus Ks=500000 N/m2. 

 

Figure 40. Relationship between the eigenvalue and the c-c spacing between the battens having 

foundation modulus Ks=1000000 N/m2. 
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5.2.3 Spring Forces for Realistic Center-To-Center Spacing 

Results stemming from the geometric nonlinear analysis are presented in 

Figure 41. The plot illustrates the variation of the magnitudes and positions 

of the stabilization forces occurring in configuration where the studied 

timber truss (loaded with the design load from Figure 17) is braced with 

battens of same material and section properties, which are spaced at various 

distances.   

 

Figure 41. Variation in the lateral stabilization forces (spring forces) along one pitch of the top chord 

for 0.4 m, 0.44 m, 0.48 m, 0.53 m, 0.59 m, and 0.67 m c-c spacing between the roof battens of a truss 

with no braced diagonals and foundation modulus Ks=500000 N/m2. 

It could be noticed that all plots are curved in similar pattern. The highest 

absolute values of the magnitudes of the stabilization forces occur in the 

range between 1.50 m and 1.90 m from the eaves of the truss. The biggest 

force recorded is -510 N stemming from the simulation for 0.59 m c-c 

spacing. It is observed that lateral forces increase with increasing the 

distance between the battens, except for the 0.67 m spacing which has value 

of -480 N.  

Figure 42 shows the out-of-plane displacements occurring as result of the 

geometric nonlinear analysis. It could be noticed that for these two extreme 

values of the simulated spacing, the deformation pattern is identical and, in 

fact, all six structures in between deform in a similar manner.  
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a) 

 

b) 

Figure 42. Out-of-plane deformations after geometric nonlinear analysis of a truss with spacing of the 

battens: a) 0.67 m, b) 0.4 m – scale factor 1.  

 

5.3 Design Calculations 

This section illustrates, with the aid of diagrams, summary of the computed 

section forces and critical stresses acting on the structures which are part of 

the roof system presented in Figure 23. It includes stress criteria checks for 

the studied pitched timber truss. 

5.3.1 Design Checks for Pitched Timber Truss 

Figure 43 presents the static analysis performed for the timber truss studied 

in this project. What could be observed, is that both the highest normal force 

and bending moment occur in the section of the top chord denoted L1.  
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Figure 43. Normal force and bending moment diagrams of the configuration in Figure 17 [29]. 

Accounting the material properties of the section (structural timber C24) and 

using the stress controls given in Eurocode 5 [6], the following check is 

made for in-plane buckling of the top chord and out-of-plane buckling of the 

longer compressed diagonal respectively: 

 𝜎𝑐,0,𝑑

𝑘𝑐,𝑦𝑓𝑐,0,𝑑

+
𝜎𝑚,𝑦,𝑑

𝑓
𝑚,𝑦,𝑑

=
5.6

0.73 ∙ 14.54
+

7.81

16.62
= 0.997 ≤ 1 

 

( 37 ) 

 𝜎𝑐,0,𝑑

𝑘𝑐.𝑧𝑓𝑐,0,𝑑

=
1.2

0.083 ∙ 14.54
= 0.994 ≤ 1 

 

 

( 38 ) 

where, to compute the instability factor 𝑘𝑐.𝑦, the Euler buckling length of the 

of the member in compression is taken 𝛽𝐿 = 0.8𝐿1. 

This verification infers that under this loading condition, the top chord of the 

truss would reach in-plane failure. The result of the buckling analysis, 

though, show that this is not the case, see Figure 44. 

 

a) 

 

b) 

Figure 44. a) Out-of-plane buckling mode for the studied truss (400 mm spacing between the battens 

and spring stiffness of 200 kN/m), b) plan view of the top chord of the truss. 
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And since the buckling analysis confirms that the stability failure of the 

structure occurs out-of-the-plane, the stress control used for the design of the 

truss needs to be revised. Instead of using equation (37), the following 

equation should govern the design. 

 𝜎𝑐,0,𝑑

𝑘𝑐,𝑧𝑓𝑐,0,𝑑
+

𝑘𝑚𝜎𝑚,𝑦,𝑑

𝑓𝑚,𝑦,𝑑
≤ 1 

( 39 ) 

To calculate the instability factor kc,z, in equation , determination of the 

buckling length for the out-of-plane buckling is needed. The buckling length 

is not the length between the inflection points for the buckling mode, since 

their locations are affected by the lateral spring bracing along the element. 

Based on the theory of a beam on elastic foundation, [31] and [32], the 

buckling length is obtained as 

 

𝑙𝑒𝑓,𝑧 =
3𝑎𝑏

√2
= 0.85 𝑚 

 

( 40 ) 

where 𝑎𝑏is the c-c spacing between the roof battens. 

Hence, using the value of the buckling length from equation (40) in the 

stress control of equation (39), the check is performed as follows: 

 𝜎𝑐,0,𝑑

𝑘𝑐,𝑧𝑓𝑐,0,𝑑
+

𝑘𝑚𝜎𝑚,𝑦,𝑑

𝑓𝑚,𝑦,𝑑
=

5.6

0.61 ∙ 14.54
+

0.7 ∙ 7.81

16.62
= 0.96 ≤ 1 

( 41 ) 

which shows fulfillment of the design requirements. 

The value of the calculated buckling length for the truss using the elastic 

foundation method corresponds well with the value obtained by using 

equations (10) to (13) and results of the buckling analysis of the truss: 

 

𝜆𝑟𝑒𝑙,𝑧 = √
𝑓𝑐,0,𝑘

𝛼𝑘,𝑧𝜎𝑐,𝑘
= √

21.0 𝑀𝑃𝑎

3.38 ∙ 5.23 𝑀𝑃𝑎
= 1.09 

 

( 42 ) 

 
𝑙𝑐,𝑧 =

𝜆𝑟𝑒𝑙,𝑧𝑖𝑧𝜋

√
𝑓𝑐,0,𝑘

𝐸𝑘

=
1.09 ∙ 0.013𝑚 ∙ 𝜋

√ 21.0 𝑀𝑃𝑎
7400 𝑀𝑃𝑎

= 0.84  
 

( 43 ) 

0.84 m and 0.85 m deviate with less than 1%, which infers that since 

Eurocode 5 has no guidelines of how to compute the buckling length when 

the critical buckling mode of such trusses is out-of-the-plane, these two 

methods are applicable for this purpose.    
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5.3.2 Bracing Truss Forces 

Simulating the initial imperfection of the pitched truss, as shown in Figure 

24, results in that, the bracing forces are acting in the same direction as the 

action from the wind load. Analysis of the bracing truss presented in Figure 

26 yields diagrams displaying the variation of the section forces and bending 

moments within its structural members. The former are presented in Figure 

45.  

 

a) 

 

b) 

 

c) 

Figure 45. Section force diagrams of the bracing truss members: (a) normal force, (b) bending 

moment, (c) shear force [29]. 

The design forces needed for the stress control of the different timber 

elements used in the bracing truss could be based on the section force 

diagrams in Figure 45. However, to calculate the stability factors for the 

design check of the compressed elements, the amount of restraint the timber 
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truss and the roof plate material provide them with, should be known. In 

case the roof material above the bracing truss provides sufficient rigidity, it 

is important to check the members having largest normal forces and bending 

moments acting on them. Hence, critical design control for the bracing truss 

needs to be done for the tension chord and the compression diagonal, (44) 

and (45) respectively: 

 𝜎𝑡,0,𝑑

𝑓𝑡,0,𝑑
+

𝜎𝑚,𝑦,𝑑

𝑓𝑚,𝑦,𝑑
=

4.68

9,69
+

9.6

16.62
= 1.06 ≥ 1 

( 44 ) 

 𝜎𝑐,0,𝑑

𝑓𝑐,0,𝑑
=

2.13

14.54
= 0.15 ≤ 1 

( 45 ) 

The results show just partial fulfillment with the design criteria since the 

tension chord fails the stress control. This implies that the current 

configuration of the bracing truss does not have capacity to withstand the 

loads acting on the roof structure.  

5.3.3 Roof Battens Forces 

Figure 46 shows results from the geometric nonlinear analysis done for the 

studied timber truss with center-to-center distance of ab = 0.4 m and 

foundation modulus Ks = 500000 N/m2. The maximum spring force Fd = 

0.35 kN occurs in the second half-wave form the eaves of the roof (the 

corner between the top and bottom chords of the truss).  

 

Figure 46. Variation in lateral bracing forces (spring forces) along one pitch of the top chord [29]. 

According to Eurocode 5 [6], equation (30), the value of the spring force 

becomes: 
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𝐹𝑑 =

𝑁𝑑

𝑘𝑓,1
=

𝑁𝑑

50
=

(51.37 + 46.33)

2 ∙ 50
= 0.98 𝑘𝑁 

( 46 ) 

In equation (46), the mean design compressive force is calculated as average 

of the forces along the length 𝐿1, see Figure 43. Comparing the two values 

of the design force 𝐹𝑑 , it could be seen that the force stemming from the 

simulation is approximately three times smaller than the one from equation 

(46). A reasonable interpretation to this is that, equation (30) assumes 

buckling mode with half-waves of the same length as the c-c spacing 

between the roof battens. And since the analysis of the parametric study 

shows that, in practice, this buckling mode never occurs for the studied 

timber truss, the Eurocode 5 criteria overestimates the design force 

significantly.  
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6. Discussion 

Taking into account the applied methodology, overall review of the analyzed 

data suggests that the obtained results are reasonable. Implementing the 

parametric study via Abaqus is found to be appropriate considering the 

working environment of the software together with its computational 

capacity. In the context of the project, the generated model is found to have 

represented in effective way the real conditions. Conducting simulations for 

different scenarios using parametric driven Python script, is excellent way to 

perform number of controlled tests on a particular scientific problem. 

However, it is believed that some fixed ratios based on the Swedish National 

Annex and Eurocode 5 [6], such as initial out-of-straightness and inclination 

of the truss, have affected the findings of the study considerably. Hence, 

alternative values of these, would give better idea on their influence on the 

behaviour of the studied timber structure.  

What could also benefit this project, is advanced simulation of the punched 

metal plate connections of the truss and the application of this in the current 

model, rather than representing the former with elastic spring elements. 

Creation of the pitched structure with solid or shell elements should also 

have influence on the results.  

An important remark, based on the significant variation in the magnitudes of 

the spring forces presented in 5.3.3, implies that the initial imperfection used 

as input for the geometric nonlinear stress analysis could be smaller than the 

requisite. Hence, the method according to which this initial out-of-

straightness is generated requires further validation.  

Being based on results of the current configuration (material properties, 

geometry of the truss, loading and boundary conditions), the study appears 

to conform well with the outcome of the experimental and theoretical works 

done in [17] and [32]. It demonstrates the ability of the three-dimensional 

buckling analysis to determine with precision the critical characteristics of 

pitched timber structures.  
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7. Conclusions 

Results of the simulation study show distinctly how different parameters 

influence the stability performance of the chosen pitched structure. It is 

found that individual stiffness and center-to-center distance between the roof 

battens affect significantly the eigenmodes of the truss.  

7.1 Stiffness 

The buckling analysis confirms that the eigenvalue increases with increased 

value of the spring stiffness. For realistic values of the axial rigidity of the 

battens, the simulations prove the buckling mode to be strongly dependent 

on the exact eigenvalue which is achieved.  

Position of the maximum out-of-plane displacement occurring in the top 

chord of the truss is also function of the stiffness of the bracing. Moreover, 

its coordinates are found to depend on the rotational stiffness of the metal 

plate connectors in the joints of the structure. For out-of-plane failure modes 

of the top chord, the biggest deformations occur closer to the eaves of the 

truss, where the maximum normal force is found. The half-wave lengths 

associated with these deformations are found to decrease with increased 

stiffness of the springs, hence the top chord curls more with stiffer bracing.  

The simulations of additional lateral restraints show clearly that a truss with 

braced compression diagonals reaches significantly higher eigenvalues. In 

fact, in-plane failure mode for the studied configuration does not occur if 

additional out-of-plane stabilization to the struts is not provided. Hence, out-

of-plane failure mode is critical for the performance of slender timber 

trusses and should be accounted accordingly in the design.  

7.2 Center-To-Center Spacing Between the Bracing Battens 

The first eigenvalue is found to increase with decreasing the distance 

between the roof battens. Analysis of the results shows that, for realistic 

bracing members, all trusses with c-c spacing between the battens less than 

0.77 m have equal capacity to resist out-of-plane failure (their eigenvalues 

converge). It is noted that for such closely spaced purlins, the top chord of 

the studied truss behaves as continuous beam on elastic foundation. This 

significant finding indicates that the theory in [31] could be applied for 2 

battens acting within a half-wave, rather than at least 3, as previously stated. 

This proves the importance to use three-dimensional buckling analysis for 

the determination of the buckling lengths for pitched roof structures.     
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7.3 Geometric Nonlinear Analysis 

The study shows that the initial out-of-straightness of the truss, the c-c 

distance between the battens and their axial stiffness have significant 

influence on the magnitudes of the design vales of the stabilization forces. 

The force calculation performed according to Eurocode 5 shows 

overestimation of the lateral bracing forces when compared to the simulated 

values. Hence, to avoid stability failures, the design of such trussed 

assemblies requires study of the out-of-plane failure modes based on the 

information about the available bracing system and overall configuration of 

the roof. This would allow the critical requirements for the stabilization 

structures to be determined explicitly.  
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8. Future Work 

To utilize the opportunity to gain better knowledge about the behaviour of 

pitched timber roofs via buckling and geometric nonlinear analyses, a 

complete three-dimensional simulation of the entire assembly could be 

performed.  

Creating the model with new elements is considered to be useful. Employing 

shell elements would take into account the cross-section of the individual 

members and would allow the eccentricities between the top chord and the 

roof battens to be represented adequately. And since it is fairly difficult to 

determine the exact values of the stiffness components of the connections, 

the former could be acquired from additional simulations and employed in 

the general model.  

In standard design practice e.g. in industry, similar projects are not feasible 

due to the longer processing time they require. However, similar simulations 

would yield valuable data about the performance of wooden truss 

assemblies. It is important to study the influence of the overall roof diagonal 

bracing (tension diagonals) on the buckling mode of the roof.  

The project would benefit utterly if a parametric driven script could be used 

for the simulations. This would allow the relationships between different 

factors and the behaviour of the entire roof to be established.  
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APPENDIX 1: Python Script - Truss 

 
# -*- coding: mbcs -*- 

from part import * 

from material import * 

from section import * 

from assembly import * 

from step import * 

from interaction import * 

from abaqusConstants import * 

from load import * 

from mesh import * 

from optimization import * 

from job import * 

from sketch import * 

from visualization import * 

from connectorBehavior import * 

# 

# Definition of constants 

# 

Scale_factor = 0.0279722504792692 

Lx1 = 137.0*Scale_factor 

Lx2 = 107.0*Scale_factor 

Lx3 = 96.0*Scale_factor 

Lx4 = Lx3 

Lx5 = Lx2 

Lx6 = Lx1 

Lx7 = 180.0*Scale_factor 

Lx8 = 111.0*Scale_factor 

Lx9 = 98.0*Scale_factor 

Lx10 = Lx8 

Lx11 = Lx7 

Truss_slopeDeg1 = 18.0 #[degrees] 

Truss_slope1 = Truss_slopeDeg1*pi/180.0 #[rad] 

Ly1 = tan(Truss_slope1)*Lx1 

Ly2 = tan(Truss_slope1)*(Lx1+Lx2) 

Ly3 = tan(Truss_slope1)*(Lx1+Lx2+Lx3) 

Truss_slope2 = atan(Ly3/(Lx4+Lx5+Lx6)) 

Ly4 = tan(Truss_slope2)*Lx6 

Ly5 = tan(Truss_slope2)*(Lx5+Lx6) 

Ly6 = Ly3 

Truss_Length = Lx1+Lx2+Lx3+Lx4+Lx5+Lx6 #[m] 

Truss_Length2 = Lx7+Lx8+Lx9+Lx10+Lx11 #[m] 

Truss_cc = 1.1 #[m] 

#Number_of_trusses = 10 # Obs. this is a fixed number in 

this script 

# Lengths of members 

Top_chord_LengthNr1 = (Lx1+Lx2+Lx3)/cos(Truss_slope1) 

Top_chord_LengthNr2 = (Lx4+Lx5+Lx6)/cos(Truss_slope2) 
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Bottom_chord_LengthNr3 = Truss_Length 

Diagonal_LengthNr4 = sqrt((Lx7-Lx1)**2+Ly1**2) 

Diagonal_LengthNr5 = sqrt((Lx1+Lx2-Lx7)**2+Ly2**2) 

Diagonal_LengthNr6 = sqrt((Lx7+Lx8-Lx1-Lx2)**2+Ly2**2) 

Diagonal_LengthNr7 = sqrt((Lx1+Lx2+Lx3-Lx7-Lx8)**2+Ly3**2) 

Diagonal_LengthNr8 = sqrt((Lx4+Lx5+Lx6-Lx10-

Lx11)**2+Ly6**2) 

Diagonal_LengthNr9 = sqrt((Lx10+Lx11-Lx5-Lx6)**2+Ly5**2) 

Diagonal_LengthNr10 = sqrt((Lx5+Lx6-Lx11)**2+Ly5**2) 

Diagonal_LengthNr11 = sqrt((Lx11-Lx6)**2+Ly4**2) 

# 

# Material properties 

# 

# Top and bottom chords C24 

El_TopBott_k = 7400000000.0 #[Pa] 

#Er_TopBott_k = El_TopBott_k 

#Et_TopBott_k = El_TopBott_k 

Er_TopBott_k = 370000000.0*7400.0/11000.0 

Et_TopBott_k = 370000000.0*7400.0/11000.0 

#Glr_TopBott_k = El_TopBott_k/16 # Orthotrop material 

Glr_TopBott_k = El_TopBott_k/2.0 # Isotrop matrial 

#Glt_TopBott_k = El_TopBott_k/16 # Orthotrop material 

Glt_TopBott_k = El_TopBott_k/2.0 # Isotrop matrial 

#Grt_TopBott_k = 60000000.0 #[Pa] Orthotrop material 

Grt_TopBott_k = El_TopBott_k/2.0 # Isotrop matrial 

nylr_TopBott_k = 0.0 

nylt_TopBott_k = 0.0 

nyrt_TopBott_k = 0.0 

# 

# Diagonals C24 

El_Diago_k = 7400000000.0 #[Pa] 

#Er_Diago_k = El_Diago_k 

#Et_Diago_k = El_Diago_k 

Er_Diago_k = 370000000.0*7400.0/11000.0 

Et_Diago_k = 370000000.0*7400.0/11000.0 

#Glr_Diago_k = El_Diago_k/16 # Orthotrop material 

Glr_Diago_k = El_Diago_k/2.0 # Isotrop matrial 

#Glt_Diago_k = El_Diago_k/16 # Orthotrop material 

Glt_Diago_k = El_Diago_k/2.0 # Isotrop matrial 

#Grt_Diago_k = 60000000.0 #[Pa] Orthotrop material 

Grt_Diago_k = El_Diago_k/2.0 # Isotrop matrial 

nylr_Diago_k = 0.0 

nylt_Diago_k = 0.0 

nyrt_Diago_k = 0.0 

# 

# # Diagonals C18 

# El_Diago_k = 6000000000.0 #[Pa] 

# #Er_Diago_k = El_Diago_k 

# #Et_Diago_k = El_Diago_k 

# Er_Diago_k = 300000000.0*6000.0/9000.0 

# Et_Diago_k = 300000000.0*6000.0/9000.0 

# #Glr_Diago_k = El_Diago_k/16 # Orthotrop material 
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# Glr_Diago_k = El_Diago_k/2.0 # Isotrop matrial 

# #Glt_Diago_k = El_Diago_k/16 # Orthotrop material 

# Glt_Diago_k = El_Diago_k/2.0 # Isotrop matrial 

# #Grt_Diago_k = 60000000.0 #[Pa] Orthotrop material 

# Grt_Diago_k = El_Diago_k/2.0 # Isotrop matrial 

# nylr_Diago_k = 0.0 

# nylt_Diago_k = 0.0 

# nyrt_Diago_k = 0.0 

# 

# Parameters for partition 

# 

Top_chord1_partition_Length1 = sqrt(Lx1**2+Ly1**2) 

Top_chord1_partition_Length2 = sqrt((Lx1+Lx2)**2+Ly2**2)-

Top_chord1_partition_Length1 

Top_chord1_partition_parameter = 

[Top_chord1_partition_Length1/Top_chord_LengthNr1, 

Top_chord1_partition_Length2/(Top_chord_LengthNr1-

Top_chord1_partition_Length1)] 

Top_chord1_partition_coords_x = [Lx1, Lx1+Lx2] 

Top_chord1_partition_coords_y = [Ly1, Ly2] 

Top_chord2_partition_Length1 = sqrt(Lx4**2+(Ly6-Ly5)**2) 

Top_chord2_partition_Length2 = sqrt(Lx5**2+(Ly5-Ly4)**2) 

Top_chord2_partition_parameter = 

[Top_chord2_partition_Length1/Top_chord_LengthNr2, 

Top_chord2_partition_Length2/(Top_chord_LengthNr2-

Top_chord2_partition_Length1)] 

Top_chord2_partition_coords_x = [Bottom_chord_LengthNr3-

Lx6-Lx5, Bottom_chord_LengthNr3-Lx6] 

Top_chord2_partition_coords_y = [Ly5, Ly4] 

Bottom_chord_partition_parameter = 

[Lx7/Bottom_chord_LengthNr3, Lx8/(Bottom_chord_LengthNr3-

Lx7), Lx9/(Bottom_chord_LengthNr3-Lx7-

Lx8),Lx10/(Bottom_chord_LengthNr3-Lx7-Lx8-Lx9)] 

Bottom_chord_partition_coords_x = [Lx7, Lx7+Lx8, 

Lx7+Lx8+Lx9, Lx7+Lx8+Lx9+Lx10] 

Bottom_chord_partition_coords_y = [0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0] 

Truss_rotation = 0.93 #degrees 

Truss_rotation_rad = Truss_rotation*pi/180.0 #degrees 

# 

# Coordinates for the parts 

# 

Truss_member_coord_x = [(0.0, Lx1+Lx2+Lx3), 

                        (Lx1+Lx2+Lx3, 

Bottom_chord_LengthNr3), 

                        (0.0, Bottom_chord_LengthNr3), 

                        (Lx1, Lx7), 

                        (Lx7, Lx1+Lx2), 

                        (Lx1+Lx2, Lx7+Lx8), 

                        (Lx7+Lx8, Lx1+Lx2+Lx3), 

                        (Lx1+Lx2+Lx3, Lx7+Lx8+Lx9), 

                        (Lx7+Lx8+Lx9, Lx1+Lx2+Lx3+Lx4), 
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                        (Lx1+Lx2+Lx3+Lx4, 

Lx7+Lx8+Lx9+Lx10), 

            

(Lx7+Lx8+Lx9+Lx10, Lx1+Lx2+Lx3+Lx4+Lx5)] 

Truss_member_coord_y = [(0.0, Ly3), 

                        (Ly3, 0.0), 

                        (0.0, 0.0), 

                        (Ly1, 0.0), 

                        (0.0, Ly2), 

                        (Ly2, 0.0), 

                        (0.0, Ly3), 

                        (Ly3, 0.0), 

                        (0.0, Ly5), 

                        (Ly5, 0.0), 

            (0.0, Ly4)] 

# L1 = tan(Truss_slope)* Truss_Length/4.0 

# L2 = Truss_Length/3.0-Truss_Length/4.0 

# Short_diagonal_Length = sqrt(L1*L1+L2*L2) 

# Short_diagonal_Slope = atan(L1/L2)*180.0/pi 

# L3 = 2.0*L1 

# L4 = Truss_Length/2.0-Truss_Length/3.0 

# Long_diagonal_Length = sqrt(L3*L3+L4*L4) 

# Long_diagonal_Slope = atan(L3/L4)*180.0/pi 

# L5 = Truss_cc*(Number_of_trusses-1) 

# Cross section dimensions 

Width_chords = 0.045 # Width of the chords 

#Width_bracing_members = 0.035 # Width of the bracing 

members 

Height_top_chord = 0.200 # Height of the top chord 

Height_bottom_chord = 0.175 # Height of the bottom chord 

Height_diagonals = 0.175 # Height of the diagonals 

#Height_bracing_members = 0.0125 # Height of the diagonals 

# 

# Bracing of the top chord 

# 

Number_of_bracing_members = 26 # c/c 400 mm 

x_OffSet_par = 

Truss_member_coord_x[0][1]/(Number_of_bracing_members-1) 

Bracing_cc = x_OffSet_par/cos(Truss_slope1) 

k_fjaderBedd = 500000.0 #[N/m^2] gammam Г¤r med i detta 

#k_fjaderBedd = 500000.0 #[N/m^2] gammam Г¤r med i detta 

SpringStiff = k_fjaderBedd*Bracing_cc 

#SpringStiff = 560000.0 # fjederstivhet enligy EC5 

C=ks*Nd/a = 4.0*56512.22/0.4 

# 

Spring_stiff_truss_ToBoTo_3tr3mo = [4000000000.0, 

4000000000.0, 4000000000.0, 80000.0,80000.0,80000] 

Spring_stiff_truss_ToDiBo_3tr3mo = [4000000000.0, 

4000000000.0, 4000000000.0, 65000.0,65000.0,65000] 

 

 

# Loads  
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q_k_snow = 720 #[N/m2] 

gamma_q = 1.5 

q_d_snow = gamma_q * q_k_snow*cos(Truss_slope1) 

q_k_G_top_chord = 600 #[N/m2] 

q_k_G_bottom_chord = 300 #[N/m2] 

gamma_G = 1.0 

q_d_G_top_chord = gamma_G*q_k_G_top_chord #[N/m2] 

q_d_G_bottom_chord = gamma_G*q_k_G_bottom_chord #[N/m2] 

# Design load combination with dominated snow load, line 

load [N/m] 

q_d_top_chord = (q_d_snow + q_d_G_top_chord)*Truss_cc 

q_d_bottom_chord = q_d_G_bottom_chord*Truss_cc 

# Characteristic load combination with dominated snow load, 

line load [N/m] 

q_k_top_chord = (q_k_snow + q_k_G_top_chord)*Truss_cc 

q_k_bottom_chord = q_k_G_bottom_chord*Truss_cc 

# 

# Load for the NLGEOM analysis  

# 

q_d_top_chord_NLGEOM = q_d_top_chord * 0.30 

q_d_bottom_chord_NLGEOM = q_d_bottom_chord * 0.30 

# 

# Material parameters 

# 

#Spring_stiffness = 208000 #[N/m] 

# 

# Create parts 

# 

Number_of_parts = 11 

for i in range(Number_of_parts): 

  mdb.models['Model-

1'].ConstrainedSketch(name='__profile__', 

sheetSize=2.0*Bottom_chord_LengthNr3) 

  mdb.models['Model-

1'].sketches['__profile__'].Line(point1=(Truss_member_coord

_x[i][0], Truss_member_coord_y[i][0]), point2=( 

    Truss_member_coord_x[i][1], 

Truss_member_coord_y[i][1])) 

  mdb.models['Model-1'].Part(dimensionality=THREE_D, 

name='Part-'+str(i+1), type= 

    DEFORMABLE_BODY) 

  mdb.models['Model-1'].parts['Part-

'+str(i+1)].BaseWire(sketch= 

    mdb.models['Model-1'].sketches['__profile__']) 

  del mdb.models['Model-1'].sketches['__profile__'] 

# 

# Create partition of the top- and the bottom chord 

# 

Number_of_partitions = 2 

for i in range(Number_of_partitions): 

  mdb.models['Model-1'].parts['Part-

1'].PartitionEdgeByParam(edges= 
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    mdb.models['Model-1'].parts['Part-

1'].edges.findAt(((Top_chord1_partition_coords_x[i],Top_cho

rd1_partition_coords_y[i],0.0),)), 

parameter=Top_chord1_partition_parameter[i]) 

# 

Number_of_partitions = 2 

for i in range(Number_of_partitions): 

  mdb.models['Model-1'].parts['Part-

2'].PartitionEdgeByParam(edges= 

    mdb.models['Model-1'].parts['Part-

2'].edges.findAt(((Top_chord2_partition_coords_x[i],Top_cho

rd2_partition_coords_y[i],0.0),)), 

parameter=Top_chord2_partition_parameter[i]) 

# 

Number_of_partitions = 4 

for i in range(Number_of_partitions): 

  mdb.models['Model-1'].parts['Part-

3'].PartitionEdgeByParam(edges= 

    mdb.models['Model-1'].parts['Part-

3'].edges.findAt(((Bottom_chord_partition_coords_x[i],Botto

m_chord_partition_coords_y[i],0.0),)), 

parameter=Bottom_chord_partition_parameter[i]) 

# 

# Create material 

# 

mdb.models['Model-1'].Material(name='Material_C24') 

mdb.models['Model-

1'].materials['Material_C24'].Elastic(moduli=INSTANTANEOUS,  

    table=((El_TopBott_k, Er_TopBott_k, Et_TopBott_k, 

nylr_TopBott_k, nylt_TopBott_k, nyrt_TopBott_k, 

Glr_TopBott_k, Glt_TopBott_k, Grt_TopBott_k), ), 

type=ENGINEERING_CONSTANTS) 

mdb.models['Model-1'].Material(name='Material-C18') 

mdb.models['Model-1'].materials['Material-

C18'].Elastic(moduli=INSTANTANEOUS,  

    table=((El_Diago_k, Er_Diago_k, Et_Diago_k, 

nylr_Diago_k, nylt_Diago_k, nyrt_Diago_k, Glr_Diago_k, 

Glt_Diago_k, Grt_Diago_k), ), type=ENGINEERING_CONSTANTS) 

# 

# Create cross section profiles 

# 

mdb.models['Model-1'].RectangularProfile(a=Width_chords, 

b=Height_top_chord, name= 

    'Profile-Top_chord') 

mdb.models['Model-1'].RectangularProfile(a=Width_chords, 

b=Height_bottom_chord, name='Profile-Bottom_chord') 

mdb.models['Model-1'].RectangularProfile(a=Width_chords, 

b=Height_diagonals, name= 

    'Profile-Diagonals') 

# 

# Create beam sections 

# 
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mdb.models['Model-

1'].BeamSection(consistentMassMatrix=False, integration= 

    DURING_ANALYSIS, material='Material_C24', 

name='Section-Top_chord',  

    poissonRatio=0.0, profile='Profile-Top_chord', 

temperatureVar=LINEAR) 

mdb.models['Model-

1'].BeamSection(consistentMassMatrix=False, integration= 

    DURING_ANALYSIS, material='Material_C24', 

name='Section-Bottom_chord',  

    poissonRatio=0.0, profile='Profile-Bottom_chord', 

temperatureVar=LINEAR) 

mdb.models['Model-

1'].BeamSection(consistentMassMatrix=False, integration= 

    DURING_ANALYSIS, material='Material-C18', 

name='Section-Diagonals',  

    poissonRatio=0.0, profile='Profile-Diagonals', 

temperatureVar=LINEAR) 

# 

# Assign sections 

# 

Number_of_Top_chords = 2 

for i in range(Number_of_Top_chords): 

  mdb.models['Model-1'].parts['Part-

'+str(i+1)].SectionAssignment(offset=0.0,  

    offsetField='', offsetType=MIDDLE_SURFACE, 

region=Region( 

    edges=mdb.models['Model-1'].parts['Part-

'+str(i+1)].edges.getByBoundingBox(0,0,0,Truss_Length,Ly3+0

.1,0)), sectionName='Section-Top_chord', 

thicknessAssignment= 

    FROM_SECTION) 

Number_of_Bottom_chords = 1 

for i in range(Number_of_Bottom_chords): 

  mdb.models['Model-1'].parts['Part-

'+str(i+Number_of_Top_chords+1)].SectionAssignment(offset=0

.0,  

    offsetField='', offsetType=MIDDLE_SURFACE, 

region=Region( 

    edges=mdb.models['Model-1'].parts['Part-

'+str(i+Number_of_Top_chords+1)].edges.getByBoundingBox(0,0

,0,Truss_Length,Ly3+0.1,0)), sectionName='Section-

Bottom_chord', thicknessAssignment= 

    FROM_SECTION) 

Number_of_Diagonals = 8 

for i in range(Number_of_Diagonals): 

  mdb.models['Model-1'].parts['Part-

'+str(i+Number_of_Top_chords+Number_of_Bottom_chords+1)].Se

ctionAssignment(offset=0.0,  

    offsetField='', offsetType=MIDDLE_SURFACE, 

region=Region( 
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    edges=mdb.models['Model-1'].parts['Part-

'+str(i+Number_of_Top_chords+Number_of_Bottom_chords+1)].ed

ges.getByBoundingBox(0,0,0,Truss_Length+0.1,Ly3+0.1,0)), 

sectionName='Section-Diagonals', thicknessAssignment= 

    FROM_SECTION) 

# 

# Assign beam section orientation 

# 

for i in range(Number_of_parts): 

  mdb.models['Model-1'].parts['Part-

'+str(i+1)].assignBeamSectionOrientation(method= 

    N1_COSINES, n1=(0.0, 0.0, -1.0), region=Region( 

    edges=mdb.models['Model-1'].parts['Part-

'+str(i+1)].edges.getByBoundingBox(0,0,0,Truss_Length+0.1,L

y3+0.1,0))) 

# 

# Create assembly of the parts 

# 

mdb.models['Model-

1'].rootAssembly.DatumCsysByDefault(CARTESIAN) 

for i in range(Number_of_parts): 

  mdb.models['Model-1'].rootAssembly.Instance(dependent=ON, 

name='Part-'+str(i+1)+'-1',  

    part=mdb.models['Model-1'].parts['Part-'+str(i+1)]) 

# 

# Rotation of the truss structure  

# 

mdb.models['Model-

1'].rootAssembly.rotate(angle=Truss_rotation, 

axisDirection=(1.0, 0.0,  

    0.0), axisPoint=(0.0, 0.0, 0.0), instanceList=('Part-1-

1', 'Part-2-1',  

    'Part-3-1', 'Part-4-1', 'Part-5-1', 'Part-6-1', 'Part-

7-1', 'Part-8-1',  

    'Part-9-1', 'Part-10-1', 'Part-11-1')) 

# 

# Create local coordinate systems for the top chords and 

the diagonals 

# 

Truss_member_coord_y = [(0.0, Ly3*cos(Truss_rotation_rad)), 

                        (Ly3*cos(Truss_rotation_rad), 0.0), 

                        (0.0, 0.0), 

                        (Ly1*cos(Truss_rotation_rad), 0.0), 

                        (0.0, Ly2*cos(Truss_rotation_rad)), 

                        (Ly2*cos(Truss_rotation_rad), 0.0), 

                        (0.0, Ly3*cos(Truss_rotation_rad)), 

                        (Ly3*cos(Truss_rotation_rad), 0.0), 

                        (0.0, Ly5*cos(Truss_rotation_rad)), 

                        (Ly5*cos(Truss_rotation_rad), 0.0), 

            (0.0, 

Ly4*cos(Truss_rotation_rad))] 

Truss_member_coord_z = [(0.0, Ly3*sin(Truss_rotation_rad)), 
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                        (Ly3*sin(Truss_rotation_rad), 0.0), 

                        (0.0, 0.0), 

                        (Ly1*sin(Truss_rotation_rad), 0.0), 

                        (0.0, Ly2*sin(Truss_rotation_rad)), 

                        (Ly2*sin(Truss_rotation_rad), 0.0), 

                        (0.0, Ly3*sin(Truss_rotation_rad)), 

                        (Ly3*sin(Truss_rotation_rad), 0.0), 

                        (0.0, Ly5*sin(Truss_rotation_rad)), 

                        (Ly5*sin(Truss_rotation_rad), 0.0), 

            (0.0, 

Ly4*sin(Truss_rotation_rad))] 

Top_chord1 = mdb.models['Model-

1'].rootAssembly.DatumCsysByThreePoints(coordSysType= 

    CARTESIAN, name='Coordsys-TopChord_1', 

origin=(Truss_member_coord_x[0][0], 

Truss_member_coord_y[0][0], Truss_member_coord_z[0][0]), 

point1=(Truss_member_coord_x[0][1], 

Truss_member_coord_y[0][1], Truss_member_coord_z[0][1]), 

point2=(Truss_member_coord_x[0][0], 

Truss_member_coord_y[0][1], Truss_member_coord_z[0][1])) 

Top_chord2 = mdb.models['Model-

1'].rootAssembly.DatumCsysByThreePoints(coordSysType= 

    CARTESIAN, name='Coordsys-TopChord_2', 

origin=(Truss_member_coord_x[1][0], 

Truss_member_coord_y[1][0], Truss_member_coord_z[1][0]), 

point1=(Truss_member_coord_x[1][1], 

Truss_member_coord_y[1][1], Truss_member_coord_z[1][1]), 

point2=(Truss_member_coord_x[1][1], 

Truss_member_coord_y[1][0], Truss_member_coord_z[1][0])) 

Diagonal_choord_1_3_5_7=[0]*(4) 

for i in range(Number_of_Diagonals/2): 

  Diagonal_choord_1_3_5_7[i]=mdb.models['Model-

1'].rootAssembly.DatumCsysByThreePoints(coordSysType= 

    CARTESIAN, name='Coordsys-Dagonal_'+str(i*2+1), 

origin=(Truss_member_coord_x[3+i*2][0], 

Truss_member_coord_y[3+i*2][0], 

Truss_member_coord_z[3+i*2][0]), 

point1=(Truss_member_coord_x[3+i*2][1], 

Truss_member_coord_y[3+i*2][1], 

Truss_member_coord_z[3+i*2][1]), 

point2=(Truss_member_coord_x[2][1], 

Truss_member_coord_y[2][1], Truss_member_coord_z[2][1])) 

Diagonal_choord_2_4_6_8=[0]*(4) 

for i in range(Number_of_Diagonals/2): 

  Diagonal_choord_2_4_6_8[i]=mdb.models['Model-

1'].rootAssembly.DatumCsysByThreePoints(coordSysType= 

    CARTESIAN, name='Coordsys-Dagonal_'+str(i*2+2), 

origin=(Truss_member_coord_x[4+i*2][0], 

Truss_member_coord_y[4+i*2][0], 

Truss_member_coord_z[4+i*2][0]), 

point1=(Truss_member_coord_x[4+i*2][1], 

Truss_member_coord_y[4+i*2][1], 
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Truss_member_coord_z[4+i*2][1]), 

point2=(Truss_member_coord_x[2][0], 

Truss_member_coord_y[2][0], Truss_member_coord_z[2][0])) 

# 

# Create spring coupling between the parts 

# 

for i in range(6): 

  mdb.models['Model-

1'].rootAssembly.engineeringFeatures.TwoPointSpringDashpot( 

    axis=FIXED_DOF, dashpotBehavior=OFF, 

dashpotCoefficient=0.0, dof1=(i+1), dof2=(i+1) 

    , name='Springs/Dashpots-Pa3_1_dof'+str(i+1), 

orientation= 

    mdb.models['Model-

1'].rootAssembly.datums[Top_chord1.id], 

regionPairs=((Region( 

    vertices=mdb.models['Model-

1'].rootAssembly.instances['Part-3-1'].vertices.findAt( 

    

((Truss_member_coord_x[2][0],Truss_member_coord_y[2][0],Tru

ss_member_coord_z[2][0]),))), Region( 

    vertices=mdb.models['Model-

1'].rootAssembly.instances['Part-1-1'].vertices.findAt( 

    

((Truss_member_coord_x[0][0],Truss_member_coord_y[0][0],Tru

ss_member_coord_z[0][0]),)))), ), springBehavior=ON, 

springStiffness=Spring_stiff_truss_ToBoTo_3tr3mo[i]) 

for i in range(6): 

  mdb.models['Model-

1'].rootAssembly.engineeringFeatures.TwoPointSpringDashpot( 

    axis=FIXED_DOF, dashpotBehavior=OFF, 

dashpotCoefficient=0.0, dof1=(i+1), dof2=(i+1) 

    , name='Springs/Dashpots-Pa1_2_dof'+str(i+1), 

orientation= 

    mdb.models['Model-

1'].rootAssembly.datums[Top_chord2.id], 

regionPairs=((Region( 

    vertices=mdb.models['Model-

1'].rootAssembly.instances['Part-1-1'].vertices.findAt( 

    

((Truss_member_coord_x[0][1],Truss_member_coord_y[0][1],Tru

ss_member_coord_z[0][1]),))), Region( 

    vertices=mdb.models['Model-

1'].rootAssembly.instances['Part-2-1'].vertices.findAt( 

    

((Truss_member_coord_x[1][0],Truss_member_coord_y[1][0],Tru

ss_member_coord_z[1][0]),)))), ), springBehavior=ON, 

springStiffness=Spring_stiff_truss_ToBoTo_3tr3mo[i]) 

for i in range(6): 

  mdb.models['Model-

1'].rootAssembly.engineeringFeatures.TwoPointSpringDashpot( 
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    axis=FIXED_DOF, dashpotBehavior=OFF, 

dashpotCoefficient=0.0, dof1=(i+1), dof2=(i+1) 

    , name='Springs/Dashpots-Pa3_2_dof'+str(i+1), 

orientation= 

    mdb.models['Model-

1'].rootAssembly.datums[Top_chord2.id], 

regionPairs=((Region( 

    vertices=mdb.models['Model-

1'].rootAssembly.instances['Part-3-1'].vertices.findAt( 

    

((Truss_member_coord_x[2][1],Truss_member_coord_y[2][1],Tru

ss_member_coord_z[2][1]),))), Region( 

    vertices=mdb.models['Model-

1'].rootAssembly.instances['Part-2-1'].vertices.findAt( 

    

((Truss_member_coord_x[1][1],Truss_member_coord_y[1][1],Tru

ss_member_coord_z[1][1]),)))), ), springBehavior=ON, 

springStiffness=Spring_stiff_truss_ToBoTo_3tr3mo[i]) 

# 

for i in range(6): 

  mdb.models['Model-

1'].rootAssembly.engineeringFeatures.TwoPointSpringDashpot( 

    axis=FIXED_DOF, dashpotBehavior=OFF, 

dashpotCoefficient=0.0, dof1=(i+1), dof2=(i+1) 

    , name='Springs/Dashpots-Pa1_4_dof'+str(i+1), 

orientation= 

    mdb.models['Model-

1'].rootAssembly.datums[Diagonal_choord_1_3_5_7[0].id], 

regionPairs=((Region( 

    vertices=mdb.models['Model-

1'].rootAssembly.instances['Part-1-1'].vertices.findAt( 

    

((Truss_member_coord_x[3][0],Truss_member_coord_y[3][0],Tru

ss_member_coord_z[3][0]),))), Region( 

    vertices=mdb.models['Model-

1'].rootAssembly.instances['Part-4-1'].vertices.findAt( 

    

((Truss_member_coord_x[3][0],Truss_member_coord_y[3][0],Tru

ss_member_coord_z[3][0]),)))), ), springBehavior=ON, 

springStiffness=Spring_stiff_truss_ToDiBo_3tr3mo[i]) 

for i in range(6): 

  mdb.models['Model-

1'].rootAssembly.engineeringFeatures.TwoPointSpringDashpot( 

    axis=FIXED_DOF, dashpotBehavior=OFF, 

dashpotCoefficient=0.0, dof1=(i+1), dof2=(i+1) 

    , name='Springs/Dashpots-Pa1_6_dof'+str(i+1), 

orientation= 

    mdb.models['Model-

1'].rootAssembly.datums[Diagonal_choord_1_3_5_7[1].id], 

regionPairs=((Region( 

    vertices=mdb.models['Model-

1'].rootAssembly.instances['Part-1-1'].vertices.findAt( 
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((Truss_member_coord_x[5][0],Truss_member_coord_y[5][0],Tru

ss_member_coord_z[5][0]),))), Region( 

    vertices=mdb.models['Model-

1'].rootAssembly.instances['Part-6-1'].vertices.findAt( 

    

((Truss_member_coord_x[5][0],Truss_member_coord_y[5][0],Tru

ss_member_coord_z[5][0]),)))), ), springBehavior=ON, 

springStiffness=Spring_stiff_truss_ToDiBo_3tr3mo[i]) 

for i in range(6): 

  mdb.models['Model-

1'].rootAssembly.engineeringFeatures.TwoPointSpringDashpot( 

    axis=FIXED_DOF, dashpotBehavior=OFF, 

dashpotCoefficient=0.0, dof1=(i+1), dof2=(i+1) 

    , name='Springs/Dashpots-Pa2_8_dof'+str(i+1), 

orientation= 

    mdb.models['Model-

1'].rootAssembly.datums[Diagonal_choord_1_3_5_7[2].id], 

regionPairs=((Region( 

    vertices=mdb.models['Model-

1'].rootAssembly.instances['Part-2-1'].vertices.findAt( 

    

((Truss_member_coord_x[7][0],Truss_member_coord_y[7][0],Tru

ss_member_coord_z[7][0]),))), Region( 

    vertices=mdb.models['Model-

1'].rootAssembly.instances['Part-8-1'].vertices.findAt( 

    

((Truss_member_coord_x[7][0],Truss_member_coord_y[7][0],Tru

ss_member_coord_z[7][0]),)))), ), springBehavior=ON, 

springStiffness=Spring_stiff_truss_ToDiBo_3tr3mo[i])

  

for i in range(6): 

  mdb.models['Model-

1'].rootAssembly.engineeringFeatures.TwoPointSpringDashpot( 

    axis=FIXED_DOF, dashpotBehavior=OFF, 

dashpotCoefficient=0.0, dof1=(i+1), dof2=(i+1) 

    , name='Springs/Dashpots-Pa2_10_dof'+str(i+1), 

orientation= 

    mdb.models['Model-

1'].rootAssembly.datums[Diagonal_choord_1_3_5_7[3].id], 

regionPairs=((Region( 

    vertices=mdb.models['Model-

1'].rootAssembly.instances['Part-2-1'].vertices.findAt( 

    

((Truss_member_coord_x[9][0],Truss_member_coord_y[9][0],Tru

ss_member_coord_z[9][0]),))), Region( 

    vertices=mdb.models['Model-

1'].rootAssembly.instances['Part-10-1'].vertices.findAt( 

    

((Truss_member_coord_x[9][0],Truss_member_coord_y[9][0],Tru

ss_member_coord_z[9][0]),)))), ), springBehavior=ON, 
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springStiffness=Spring_stiff_truss_ToDiBo_3tr3mo[i])

  

#  

for i in range(6): 

  mdb.models['Model-

1'].rootAssembly.engineeringFeatures.TwoPointSpringDashpot( 

    axis=FIXED_DOF, dashpotBehavior=OFF, 

dashpotCoefficient=0.0, dof1=(i+1), dof2=(i+1) 

    , name='Springs/Dashpots-Pa3_4_dof'+str(i+1), 

orientation= 

    mdb.models['Model-

1'].rootAssembly.datums[Diagonal_choord_1_3_5_7[0].id], 

regionPairs=((Region( 

    vertices=mdb.models['Model-

1'].rootAssembly.instances['Part-3-1'].vertices.findAt( 

    

((Truss_member_coord_x[3][1],Truss_member_coord_y[3][1],Tru

ss_member_coord_z[3][1]),))), Region( 

    vertices=mdb.models['Model-

1'].rootAssembly.instances['Part-4-1'].vertices.findAt( 

    

((Truss_member_coord_x[3][1],Truss_member_coord_y[3][1],Tru

ss_member_coord_z[3][1]),)))), ), springBehavior=ON, 

springStiffness=Spring_stiff_truss_ToDiBo_3tr3mo[i]) 

for i in range(6): 

  mdb.models['Model-

1'].rootAssembly.engineeringFeatures.TwoPointSpringDashpot( 

    axis=FIXED_DOF, dashpotBehavior=OFF, 

dashpotCoefficient=0.0, dof1=(i+1), dof2=(i+1) 

    , name='Springs/Dashpots-Pa3_6_dof'+str(i+1), 

orientation= 

    mdb.models['Model-

1'].rootAssembly.datums[Diagonal_choord_1_3_5_7[1].id], 

regionPairs=((Region( 

    vertices=mdb.models['Model-

1'].rootAssembly.instances['Part-3-1'].vertices.findAt( 

    

((Truss_member_coord_x[5][1],Truss_member_coord_y[5][1],Tru

ss_member_coord_z[5][1]),))), Region( 

    vertices=mdb.models['Model-

1'].rootAssembly.instances['Part-6-1'].vertices.findAt( 

    

((Truss_member_coord_x[5][1],Truss_member_coord_y[5][1],Tru

ss_member_coord_z[5][1]),)))), ), springBehavior=ON, 

springStiffness=Spring_stiff_truss_ToDiBo_3tr3mo[i]) 

for i in range(6): 

  mdb.models['Model-

1'].rootAssembly.engineeringFeatures.TwoPointSpringDashpot( 

    axis=FIXED_DOF, dashpotBehavior=OFF, 

dashpotCoefficient=0.0, dof1=(i+1), dof2=(i+1) 

    , name='Springs/Dashpots-Pa3_8_dof'+str(i+1), 

orientation= 
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    mdb.models['Model-

1'].rootAssembly.datums[Diagonal_choord_1_3_5_7[2].id], 

regionPairs=((Region( 

    vertices=mdb.models['Model-

1'].rootAssembly.instances['Part-3-1'].vertices.findAt( 

    

((Truss_member_coord_x[7][1],Truss_member_coord_y[7][1],Tru

ss_member_coord_z[7][1]),))), Region( 

    vertices=mdb.models['Model-

1'].rootAssembly.instances['Part-8-1'].vertices.findAt( 

    

((Truss_member_coord_x[7][1],Truss_member_coord_y[7][1],Tru

ss_member_coord_z[7][1]),)))), ), springBehavior=ON, 

springStiffness=Spring_stiff_truss_ToDiBo_3tr3mo[i])

  

for i in range(6): 

  mdb.models['Model-

1'].rootAssembly.engineeringFeatures.TwoPointSpringDashpot( 

    axis=FIXED_DOF, dashpotBehavior=OFF, 

dashpotCoefficient=0.0, dof1=(i+1), dof2=(i+1) 

    , name='Springs/Dashpots-Pa3_10_dof'+str(i+1), 

orientation= 

    mdb.models['Model-

1'].rootAssembly.datums[Diagonal_choord_1_3_5_7[3].id], 

regionPairs=((Region( 

    vertices=mdb.models['Model-

1'].rootAssembly.instances['Part-3-1'].vertices.findAt( 

    

((Truss_member_coord_x[9][1],Truss_member_coord_y[9][1],Tru

ss_member_coord_z[9][1]),))), Region( 

    vertices=mdb.models['Model-

1'].rootAssembly.instances['Part-10-1'].vertices.findAt( 

    

((Truss_member_coord_x[9][1],Truss_member_coord_y[9][1],Tru

ss_member_coord_z[9][1]),)))), ), springBehavior=ON, 

springStiffness=Spring_stiff_truss_ToDiBo_3tr3mo[i])

  

# 

for i in range(6): 

  mdb.models['Model-

1'].rootAssembly.engineeringFeatures.TwoPointSpringDashpot( 

    axis=FIXED_DOF, dashpotBehavior=OFF, 

dashpotCoefficient=0.0, dof1=(i+1), dof2=(i+1) 

    , name='Springs/Dashpots-Pa3_5_dof'+str(i+1), 

orientation= 

    mdb.models['Model-

1'].rootAssembly.datums[Diagonal_choord_2_4_6_8[0].id], 

regionPairs=((Region( 

    vertices=mdb.models['Model-

1'].rootAssembly.instances['Part-3-1'].vertices.findAt( 
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((Truss_member_coord_x[4][0],Truss_member_coord_y[4][0],Tru

ss_member_coord_z[4][0]),))), Region( 

    vertices=mdb.models['Model-

1'].rootAssembly.instances['Part-5-1'].vertices.findAt( 

    

((Truss_member_coord_x[4][0],Truss_member_coord_y[4][0],Tru

ss_member_coord_z[4][0]),)))), ), springBehavior=ON, 

springStiffness=Spring_stiff_truss_ToDiBo_3tr3mo[i]) 

for i in range(6): 

  mdb.models['Model-

1'].rootAssembly.engineeringFeatures.TwoPointSpringDashpot( 

    axis=FIXED_DOF, dashpotBehavior=OFF, 

dashpotCoefficient=0.0, dof1=(i+1), dof2=(i+1) 

    , name='Springs/Dashpots-Pa3_7_dof'+str(i+1), 

orientation= 

    mdb.models['Model-

1'].rootAssembly.datums[Diagonal_choord_2_4_6_8[1].id], 

regionPairs=((Region( 

    vertices=mdb.models['Model-

1'].rootAssembly.instances['Part-3-1'].vertices.findAt( 

    

((Truss_member_coord_x[6][0],Truss_member_coord_y[6][0],Tru

ss_member_coord_z[6][0]),))), Region( 

    vertices=mdb.models['Model-

1'].rootAssembly.instances['Part-7-1'].vertices.findAt( 

    

((Truss_member_coord_x[6][0],Truss_member_coord_y[6][0],Tru

ss_member_coord_z[6][0]),)))), ), springBehavior=ON, 

springStiffness=Spring_stiff_truss_ToDiBo_3tr3mo[i]) 

for i in range(6): 

  mdb.models['Model-

1'].rootAssembly.engineeringFeatures.TwoPointSpringDashpot( 

    axis=FIXED_DOF, dashpotBehavior=OFF, 

dashpotCoefficient=0.0, dof1=(i+1), dof2=(i+1) 

    , name='Springs/Dashpots-Pa3_9_dof'+str(i+1), 

orientation= 

    mdb.models['Model-

1'].rootAssembly.datums[Diagonal_choord_2_4_6_8[2].id], 

regionPairs=((Region( 

    vertices=mdb.models['Model-

1'].rootAssembly.instances['Part-3-1'].vertices.findAt( 

    

((Truss_member_coord_x[8][0],Truss_member_coord_y[8][0],Tru

ss_member_coord_z[8][0]),))), Region( 

    vertices=mdb.models['Model-

1'].rootAssembly.instances['Part-9-1'].vertices.findAt( 

    

((Truss_member_coord_x[8][0],Truss_member_coord_y[8][0],Tru

ss_member_coord_z[8][0]),)))), ), springBehavior=ON, 

springStiffness=Spring_stiff_truss_ToDiBo_3tr3mo[i])
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for i in range(6): 

  mdb.models['Model-

1'].rootAssembly.engineeringFeatures.TwoPointSpringDashpot( 

    axis=FIXED_DOF, dashpotBehavior=OFF, 

dashpotCoefficient=0.0, dof1=(i+1), dof2=(i+1) 

    , name='Springs/Dashpots-Pa3_11_dof'+str(i+1), 

orientation= 

    mdb.models['Model-

1'].rootAssembly.datums[Diagonal_choord_2_4_6_8[3].id], 

regionPairs=((Region( 

    vertices=mdb.models['Model-

1'].rootAssembly.instances['Part-3-1'].vertices.findAt( 

    

((Truss_member_coord_x[10][0],Truss_member_coord_y[10][0],T

russ_member_coord_z[10][0]),))), Region( 

    vertices=mdb.models['Model-

1'].rootAssembly.instances['Part-11-1'].vertices.findAt( 

    

((Truss_member_coord_x[10][0],Truss_member_coord_y[10][0],T

russ_member_coord_z[10][0]),)))), ), springBehavior=ON, 

springStiffness=Spring_stiff_truss_ToDiBo_3tr3mo[i]) 

# 

for i in range(6): 

  mdb.models['Model-

1'].rootAssembly.engineeringFeatures.TwoPointSpringDashpot( 

    axis=FIXED_DOF, dashpotBehavior=OFF, 

dashpotCoefficient=0.0, dof1=(i+1), dof2=(i+1) 

    , name='Springs/Dashpots-Pa1_5_dof'+str(i+1), 

orientation= 

    mdb.models['Model-

1'].rootAssembly.datums[Diagonal_choord_2_4_6_8[0].id], 

regionPairs=((Region( 

    vertices=mdb.models['Model-

1'].rootAssembly.instances['Part-1-1'].vertices.findAt( 

    

((Truss_member_coord_x[4][1],Truss_member_coord_y[4][1],Tru

ss_member_coord_z[4][1]),))), Region( 

    vertices=mdb.models['Model-

1'].rootAssembly.instances['Part-5-1'].vertices.findAt( 

    

((Truss_member_coord_x[4][1],Truss_member_coord_y[4][1],Tru

ss_member_coord_z[4][1]),)))), ), springBehavior=ON, 

springStiffness=Spring_stiff_truss_ToDiBo_3tr3mo[i]) 

for i in range(6): 

  mdb.models['Model-

1'].rootAssembly.engineeringFeatures.TwoPointSpringDashpot( 

    axis=FIXED_DOF, dashpotBehavior=OFF, 

dashpotCoefficient=0.0, dof1=(i+1), dof2=(i+1) 

    , name='Springs/Dashpots-Pa1_7_dof'+str(i+1), 

orientation= 
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    mdb.models['Model-

1'].rootAssembly.datums[Diagonal_choord_2_4_6_8[1].id], 

regionPairs=((Region( 

    vertices=mdb.models['Model-

1'].rootAssembly.instances['Part-1-1'].vertices.findAt( 

    

((Truss_member_coord_x[6][1],Truss_member_coord_y[6][1],Tru

ss_member_coord_z[6][1]),))), Region( 

    vertices=mdb.models['Model-

1'].rootAssembly.instances['Part-7-1'].vertices.findAt( 

    

((Truss_member_coord_x[6][1],Truss_member_coord_y[6][1],Tru

ss_member_coord_z[6][1]),)))), ), springBehavior=ON, 

springStiffness=Spring_stiff_truss_ToDiBo_3tr3mo[i]) 

for i in range(6): 

  mdb.models['Model-

1'].rootAssembly.engineeringFeatures.TwoPointSpringDashpot( 

    axis=FIXED_DOF, dashpotBehavior=OFF, 

dashpotCoefficient=0.0, dof1=(i+1), dof2=(i+1) 

    , name='Springs/Dashpots-Pa2_9_dof'+str(i+1), 

orientation= 

    mdb.models['Model-

1'].rootAssembly.datums[Diagonal_choord_2_4_6_8[2].id], 

regionPairs=((Region( 

    vertices=mdb.models['Model-

1'].rootAssembly.instances['Part-2-1'].vertices.findAt( 

    

((Truss_member_coord_x[8][1],Truss_member_coord_y[8][1],Tru

ss_member_coord_z[8][1]),))), Region( 

    vertices=mdb.models['Model-

1'].rootAssembly.instances['Part-9-1'].vertices.findAt( 

    

((Truss_member_coord_x[8][1],Truss_member_coord_y[8][1],Tru

ss_member_coord_z[8][1]),)))), ), springBehavior=ON, 

springStiffness=Spring_stiff_truss_ToDiBo_3tr3mo[i])

  

for i in range(6): 

  mdb.models['Model-

1'].rootAssembly.engineeringFeatures.TwoPointSpringDashpot( 

    axis=FIXED_DOF, dashpotBehavior=OFF, 

dashpotCoefficient=0.0, dof1=(i+1), dof2=(i+1) 

    , name='Springs/Dashpots-Pa2_11_dof'+str(i+1), 

orientation= 

    mdb.models['Model-

1'].rootAssembly.datums[Diagonal_choord_2_4_6_8[3].id], 

regionPairs=((Region( 

    vertices=mdb.models['Model-

1'].rootAssembly.instances['Part-2-1'].vertices.findAt( 

    

((Truss_member_coord_x[10][1],Truss_member_coord_y[10][1],T

russ_member_coord_z[10][1]),))), Region( 
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    vertices=mdb.models['Model-

1'].rootAssembly.instances['Part-11-1'].vertices.findAt( 

    

((Truss_member_coord_x[10][1],Truss_member_coord_y[10][1],T

russ_member_coord_z[10][1]),)))), ), springBehavior=ON, 

springStiffness=Spring_stiff_truss_ToDiBo_3tr3mo[i])

  

# 

# Create a step  

# 

mdb.models['Model-1'].StaticStep(name='Step-1', 

previous='Initial') 

# 

# Create characteristic line loads 

# 

mdb.models['Model-1'].LineLoad(comp2=-q_k_top_chord, 

createStepName='Step-1', name= 

    'Load-1', region=Region( 

    edges=mdb.models['Model-

1'].rootAssembly.instances['Part-1-

1'].edges.getByBoundingBox(0,0,0,Truss_Length,Ly3+0.1,Truss

_member_coord_z[0][1]+0.1))) 

mdb.models['Model-1'].LineLoad(comp2=-q_k_top_chord, 

createStepName='Step-1', name= 

    'Load-2', region=Region( 

    edges=mdb.models['Model-

1'].rootAssembly.instances['Part-2-

1'].edges.getByBoundingBox(0,0,0,Truss_Length,Ly3+0.1,Truss

_member_coord_z[0][1]+0.1))) 

mdb.models['Model-1'].LineLoad(comp2=-q_k_bottom_chord, 

createStepName='Step-1', name= 

    'Load-3', region=Region( 

    edges=mdb.models['Model-

1'].rootAssembly.instances['Part-3-

1'].edges.getByBoundingBox(0,0,0,Truss_Length,Ly3+0.1,0))) 

# # 

# # Create design line loads 

# # 

# mdb.models['Model-1'].LineLoad(comp2=-q_d_top_chord, 

createStepName='Step-1', name= 

    # 'Load-1', region=Region( 

    # edges=mdb.models['Model-

1'].rootAssembly.instances['Part-1-

1'].edges.getByBoundingBox(0,0,0,Truss_Length,Ly3+0.1,0))) 

# mdb.models['Model-1'].LineLoad(comp2=-q_d_top_chord, 

createStepName='Step-1', name= 

    # 'Load-2', region=Region( 

    # edges=mdb.models['Model-

1'].rootAssembly.instances['Part-2-

1'].edges.getByBoundingBox(0,0,0,Truss_Length,Ly3+0.1,0))) 

# mdb.models['Model-1'].LineLoad(comp2=-q_d_bottom_chord, 

createStepName='Step-1', name= 
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    # 'Load-3', region=Region( 

    # edges=mdb.models['Model-

1'].rootAssembly.instances['Part-3-

1'].edges.getByBoundingBox(0,0,0,Truss_Length,Ly3+0.1,0)))

  

# 

# Create boundary conditions 

# 

mdb.models['Model-1'].DisplacementBC(amplitude=UNSET, 

createStepName='Initial',  

    distributionType=UNIFORM, fieldName='', localCsys=None, 

name='BC-1',  

    region=Region( 

    vertices=mdb.models['Model-

1'].rootAssembly.instances['Part-3-1'].vertices.findAt( 

    

((Truss_member_coord_x[2][0],Truss_member_coord_y[2][0],0),

))), u1=SET, u2=SET, u3=SET, ur1=UNSET, ur2=UNSET, ur3= 

    UNSET) 

mdb.models['Model-1'].DisplacementBC(amplitude=UNSET, 

createStepName='Initial',  

    distributionType=UNIFORM, fieldName='', localCsys=None, 

name='BC-2',  

    region=Region( 

    vertices=mdb.models['Model-

1'].rootAssembly.instances['Part-3-1'].vertices.findAt( 

    

((Truss_member_coord_x[2][1],Truss_member_coord_y[2][1],0),

))), u1=UNSET, u2=SET, u3=SET, ur1=UNSET, ur2=UNSET, ur3= 

    UNSET) 

# 

# Create datum planes 

# (Part_1) 

#Number_of_bracing_members = 26 # c/c 400 mm 

#x_OffSet_par = 

Truss_member_coord_x[0][1]/(Number_of_bracing_members-1) 

#Bracing_cc = x_OffSet_par/cos(Truss_slope1) 

dplaneId_Part_1=[0]*(Number_of_bracing_members-2) 

for i in range(Number_of_bracing_members-2): 

  dplaneId_Part_1[i]=mdb.models['Model-1'].parts['Part-

1'].DatumPlaneByPrincipalPlane(offset=x_OffSet_par*(i+1),  

    principalPlane=YZPLANE) 

# (Part_2) 

dplaneId_Part_2=[0]*(Number_of_bracing_members-2) 

for i in range(Number_of_bracing_members-2): 

  dplaneId_Part_2[i]=mdb.models['Model-1'].parts['Part-

2'].DatumPlaneByPrincipalPlane(offset=Truss_member_coord_x[

0][1]+x_OffSet_par*(i+1),  

    principalPlane=YZPLANE) 

# 

# Create partitions of the top chord  

# (Part_1) 
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for i in range(Number_of_bracing_members-2): 

mdb.models['Model-1'].parts['Part-

1'].PartitionEdgeByDatumPlane(datumPlane= 

    mdb.models['Model-1'].parts['Part-

1'].datums[dplaneId_Part_1[i].id], edges= 

    mdb.models['Model-1'].parts['Part-

1'].edges.getByBoundingBox(0,0,0,Truss_Length+0.1,Ly3+0.1,T

russ_member_coord_z[0][1]+0.1)) 

# (Part_2) 

for i in range(Number_of_bracing_members-2): 

mdb.models['Model-1'].parts['Part-

2'].PartitionEdgeByDatumPlane(datumPlane= 

    mdb.models['Model-1'].parts['Part-

2'].datums[dplaneId_Part_2[i].id], edges= 

    mdb.models['Model-1'].parts['Part-

2'].edges.getByBoundingBox(0,0,0,Truss_Length+0.1,Ly3+0.1,T

russ_member_coord_z[0][1]+0.1)) 

# 

# Create reference points 

# 

Number_of_RP = Number_of_bracing_members 

#(Part_1) 

rpointId_Part_1=[0]*(Number_of_RP) 

for i in range(Number_of_RP): 

  rpointId_Part_1[i]=mdb.models['Model-

1'].rootAssembly.ReferencePoint(point=(cos(Truss_slope1)*Br

acing_cc*i, 

(sin(Truss_slope1)*Bracing_cc*i)*cos(Truss_rotation_rad), 

(sin(Truss_slope1)*Bracing_cc*i)*sin(Truss_rotation_rad)+1.

0))  

#(Part_2) 

rpointId_Part_2=[0]*(Number_of_RP) 

for i in range(Number_of_RP): 

  rpointId_Part_2[i]=mdb.models['Model-

1'].rootAssembly.ReferencePoint(point=(Bottom_chord_LengthN

r3/2.0+cos(Truss_slope1)*Bracing_cc*i,(Ly3-

sin(Truss_slope1)*Bracing_cc*i)*cos(Truss_rotation_rad), 

(Ly3-

sin(Truss_slope1)*Bracing_cc*i)*sin(Truss_rotation_rad)+1.0

)) 

# 

# Create boundary conditions for reference points 

# 

#(Part_1) 

for i in range(Number_of_RP): mdb.models['Model-

1'].DisplacementBC(amplitude=UNSET, 

createStepName='Initial',  

    distributionType=UNIFORM, fieldName='', localCsys=None, 

name='BCrp-'+str(i+1),  

    region=Region(referencePoints=( 
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    mdb.models['Model-

1'].rootAssembly.referencePoints[rpointId_Part_1[i].id], 

)), u1=SET, u2=SET,  

    u3=SET, ur1=SET, ur2=SET, ur3=SET) 

#(Part_2) 

for i in range(Number_of_RP): mdb.models['Model-

1'].DisplacementBC(amplitude=UNSET, 

createStepName='Initial',  

    distributionType=UNIFORM, fieldName='', localCsys=None, 

name='BCrp-'+str(i+1+Number_of_RP),  

    region=Region(referencePoints=( 

    mdb.models['Model-

1'].rootAssembly.referencePoints[rpointId_Part_2[i].id], 

)), u1=SET, u2=SET,  

    u3=SET, ur1=SET, ur2=SET, ur3=SET) 

# 

# Create spring connections 

# 

#k_fjaderBedd = 500000.0 #[N/m^2] 

#SpringStiff = k_fjaderBedd*Bracing_cc 

#(Part_1) 

for i in range(Number_of_RP): mdb.models['Model-

1'].rootAssembly.engineeringFeatures.TwoPointSpringDashpot( 

    axis=FIXED_DOF, dashpotBehavior=OFF, 

dashpotCoefficient=0.0, dof1=3, dof2=3 

    , name='Springs/Dashpots-'+str(i+1), orientation=None, 

regionPairs=((Region( 

    referencePoints=(mdb.models['Model-

1'].rootAssembly.referencePoints[rpointId_Part_1[i].id], 

)),  

    Region( 

    vertices=mdb.models['Model-

1'].rootAssembly.instances['Part-1-

1'].vertices.findAt(((cos(Truss_slope1)*Bracing_cc*i,(sin(T

russ_slope1)*Bracing_cc*i)*cos(Truss_rotation_rad),(sin(Tru

ss_slope1)*Bracing_cc*i)*sin(Truss_rotation_rad)),)))), ), 

springBehavior=ON, springStiffness=SpringStiff) 

#(Part_2) 

for i in range(Number_of_RP): mdb.models['Model-

1'].rootAssembly.engineeringFeatures.TwoPointSpringDashpot( 

    axis=FIXED_DOF, dashpotBehavior=OFF, 

dashpotCoefficient=0.0, dof1=3, dof2=3 

    , name='Springs/Dashpots-'+str(i+1+Number_of_RP), 

orientation=None, regionPairs=((Region( 

    referencePoints=(mdb.models['Model-

1'].rootAssembly.referencePoints[rpointId_Part_2[i].id], 

)),  

    Region( 

    vertices=mdb.models['Model-

1'].rootAssembly.instances['Part-2-

1'].vertices.findAt(((Bottom_chord_LengthNr3/2.0+cos(Truss_

slope1)*Bracing_cc*i,(Ly3-
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sin(Truss_slope1)*Bracing_cc*i)*cos(Truss_rotation_rad),(Ly

3-

sin(Truss_slope1)*Bracing_cc*i)*sin(Truss_rotation_rad)),))

)), ), springBehavior=ON, springStiffness=SpringStiff) 

# 

# Create the mesh  

# 

for i in range(Number_of_parts): 

  mdb.models['Model-1'].parts['Part-

'+str(i+1)].setElementType(elemTypes=(ElemType( 

    elemCode=B32, elemLibrary=STANDARD), ), regions=( 

    mdb.models['Model-1'].parts['Part-

'+str(i+1)].edges.getByBoundingBox(0,0,0,Truss_Length+0.1,L

y3+0.1,Truss_member_coord_z[0][1]+0.1), )) 

  mdb.models['Model-1'].parts['Part-

'+str(i+1)].seedEdgeBySize(constraint=FINER,  

    deviationFactor=0.1, edges= 

    mdb.models['Model-1'].parts['Part-

'+str(i+1)].edges.getByBoundingBox(0,0,0,Truss_Length+0.1,L

y3+0.1,Truss_member_coord_z[0][1]+0.1), size=0.02) 

  mdb.models['Model-1'].parts['Part-

'+str(i+1)].generateMesh() 

# 

# Create the job 

# 

mdb.Job(atTime=None, contactPrint=OFF, description='', 

echoPrint=OFF,  

    explicitPrecision=SINGLE, getMemoryFromAnalysis=True, 

historyPrint=OFF,  

    memory=90, memoryUnits=PERCENTAGE, model='Model-1', 

modelPrint=OFF,  

    multiprocessingMode=DEFAULT, name='Job-

1_BuckAnForImperfetion', nodalOutputPrecision=SINGLE,  

    numCpus=1, numGPUs=0, queue=None, resultsFormat=ODB, 

scratch='', type= 

    ANALYSIS, userSubroutine='', waitHours=0, 

waitMinutes=0)  

# 

# Create a buckling step 

# 

mdb.models['Model-1'].BuckleStep(maintainAttributes=True, 

name='Step-1',  

    numEigen=20, previous='Initial', vectors=28) 

mdb.models['Model-1'].steps['Step-

1'].setValues(blockSize=DEFAULT, eigensolver= 

    LANCZOS, maxBlocks=DEFAULT, minEigen=0.0) 

# 

# Create more output variables 

# 

mdb.models['Model-1'].rootAssembly.regenerate() 

mdb.models['Model-1'].fieldOutputRequests['F-Output-

1'].setValues(variables=( 
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    'U', 'SF')) 

# 

# Create a new model (Stress analysis with large 

deformations and initial imperfection using buckling 

moades) 

# 

mdb.Model(name='Model-2-StressAna_LargeDef', 

objectToCopy=mdb.models['Model-1']) 

# 

# Create a static step for large deformations  

# 

mdb.models['Model-2-

StressAna_LargeDef'].StaticStep(initialInc=0.01,  

    maintainAttributes=True, maxInc=0.01, maxNumInc=1000, 

name='Step-1',  

    nlgeom=ON, previous='Initial') 

# 

# Change the value of the concentrated load 

#  

# mdb.models['Model-2-StressAna_LargeDef'].loads['Load-

1'].setValues(cf2=-P_d_NLGEOM,  

    # distributionType=UNIFORM, field='') 

# 

# Create a job 

# 

mdb.Job(atTime=None, contactPrint=OFF, description='', 

echoPrint=OFF,  

    explicitPrecision=SINGLE, getMemoryFromAnalysis=True, 

historyPrint=OFF,  

    memory=90, memoryUnits=PERCENTAGE, model='Model-2-

StressAna_LargeDef',  

    modelPrint=OFF, multiprocessingMode=DEFAULT, name='Job-

1_Post_Buckling',  

    nodalOutputPrecision=SINGLE, numCpus=1, numGPUs=0, 

queue=None,  

    resultsFormat=ODB, scratch='', type=ANALYSIS, 

userSubroutine='', waitHours= 

    0, waitMinutes=0) 

# 

# Create output requests 

#  

mdb.models['Model-2-

StressAna_LargeDef'].fieldOutputRequests['F-Output-

1'].setValues( 

    variables=('S', 'PE', 'PEEQ', 'PEMAG', 'LE', 'U', 'RF', 

'CF', 'SF',  

    'CSTRESS', 'CDISP')) 

# 

# Change the spring stiffness 

# 
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# mdb.models['Model-2-

StressAna_LargeDef'].rootAssembly.engineeringFeatures.sprin

gDashpots['Springs/Dashpots-1'].setValues( 

    # springStiffness=SpringStiff_NLGEOM) 

# 

# Create keywords 

# 

mdb.models['Model-2-

StressAna_LargeDef'].keywordBlock.synchVersions( 

    storeNodesAndElements=False) 

mdb.models['Model-2-

StressAna_LargeDef'].keywordBlock.insert(702,  

    '\n*Imperfection, File=Job-

1_BuckAnForImperfetion,step=1\n1,0.01') 

mdb.models['Model-

1'].keywordBlock.synchVersions(storeNodesAndElements=False) 

mdb.models['Model-1'].keywordBlock.insert(879, '\n*Node 

file\nU') 
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APPENDIX 2: Tabulated Raw Data 

 

Table 2. Variation in the lateral stabilization forces (spring forces) along one pitch of the top chord 

for 0.67 m c-c spacing between the roof battens of a truss with no braced diagonals and foundation 

modulus Ks=500000 N/m2. 

Number of bracing members at c-c 0.67 m 

16 

X-coordinate 

[m] 

Stabilization forces 

[N] 

0 0 

0.634 390 

1.268 -206 

1.9 -476 

2.54 356 

3.17 256 

3.8 -358 

4.44 -86 

5.07 191 

5.71 -8.5 

6.34 -96 

6.97 -11.5 

7.61 8.9 

8.24 -19 

8.88 -41 

9.51056 -1 
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Table 3. Variation in the lateral stabilization forces (spring forces) along one pitch of the top chord 

for 0.59 m c-c spacing between the roof battens of a truss with no braced diagonals and foundation 

modulus Ks=500000 N/m2. 

Number of bracing members at c-c 0.59 m 

18 

X-coordinate 

[m] 

Stabilization forces 

[N] 

0 0 

0.559445 361.5 

1.11889 7 

1.67834 -510 

2.23778 -55 

2.79722 454 

3.35667 36 

3.91612 -336 

4.47556 -62 

5.03501 172 

5.59445 39.5 

6.15389 -88.5 

6.71334 -43.3 

7.27279 4 

7.83223 3 

8.39167 -22 

8.95112 -37 

9.51056 0.5 
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Table 4. Variation in the lateral stabilization forces (spring forces) along one pitch of the top chord 

for 0.53 m c-c spacing between the roof battens of a truss with no braced diagonals and foundation 

modulus Ks=500000 N/m2. 

Number of bracing members at c-c 0.53 m 

20 

X-coordinate 

[m] 

Stabilization forces 

[N] 

0 0 

0.500556 306 

1.00111 129 

1.50167 -378 

2.00222 -309 

2.50278 248.8 

3.00334 338.7 

3.50389 -108 

4.00445 -283 

4.505 -36 

5.00556 148 

5.50612 61 

6.0667 -66 

6.50723 -60 

7.00778 -10 

7.50834 7 

8.0089 -4.7 

8.50945 -24 

9.01001 -32 

9.51056 1.7 
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Table 5. Variation in the lateral stabilization forces (spring forces) along one pitch of the top chord 

for 0.48 m c-c spacing between the roof battens of a truss with no braced diagonals and foundation 

modulus Ks=500000 N/m2. 

Number of bracing members at c-c 0.48 m 

22 

X-coordinate 

[m] 

Stabilization forces 

[N] 

0 0 

0.452884 265 

0.905768 195 

1.35865 -236 

1.81154 -394 

2.26442 -12.4 

2.7173 349 

3.17019 192 

3.62307 -183 

4.07596 -238 

4.52884 -18 

4.98172 132 

5.43461 75 

5.88749 -42 

6.34038 -67 

6.79326 -26 

7.24614 2.1 

7.69903 4.4 

8.15191 -9.3 

8.6048 -24.5 

9.05768 -28 

9.51056 2.4 
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Table 6. Variation in the lateral stabilization forces (spring forces) along one pitch of the top chord 

for 0.40 m c-c spacing between the roof battens of a truss with no braced diagonals and foundation 

modulus Ks=500000 N/m2. 

Number of bracing members at c-c 0.40 m 

26 

X-coordinate 

[m] 

Stabilization forces 

[N] 

0 0.00538849 

0.380423 197.007 

0.760845 229.867 

1.14127 -16.5332 

1.52169 -300.956 

1.90211 -294.802 

2.28254 8.7733 

2.66296 277.788 

3.04338 236.284 

3.4238 -30.7846 

3.80423 -214.788 

4.18465 -164.18 

4.56507 2.44 

4.94549 108.16 

5.32592 84.32 

5.70634 -3.01 

6.08676 -56.61 

6.46718 -47.59 

6.84761 -16.93 

7.22803 1.78 

7.60845 4.7 

7.98887 -3.4 

8.3693 -14.7 

8.74972 -23.25 

9.13014 -21.58 

9.51056 3.3 
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Table 7. Variation in the lateral stabilization forces (spring forces) along one pitch of the top chord 

for 0.44 m c-c spacing between the roof battens of a truss with no braced diagonals and foundation 

modulus Ks=500000 N/m2. 

Number of bracing members at c-c 0.44 m 

24 

X-coordinate 

[m] 

Stabilization forces 

[N] 

0 0.006 

0.413503 228.925 

0.0827006 223.08 

1.24051 -111.617 

1.65401 -372.447 

2.06751 -201.4 

2.48102 193.456 

2.89452 319.4 

3.30802 61.99 

3.72153 -212.14 

4.13503 -198 

4.54853 -5.4 

4.96203 120 

5.37554 81.3 

5.78904 -21.4 

6.20254 -65 

6.61605 -38.6 

7.02955 -6.8 

7.44305 5.9 

7.85655 0.4 

8.27006 -12.7 

8.68356 -24.2 

9.09706 -24.7 

9.51056 3 
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Table 8. Relationship between the eigenvalue and the c-c spacing between the battens having 

foundation modulus Ks=1000000 N/m2. 

𝑲𝒔 = 𝟏𝟎𝟎𝟎𝟎𝟎𝟎 𝑵/𝒎𝟐 

Number of 

bracing 

members 

First 

Eigenvalue 

𝜶𝒌,𝒛 

c-c spacing 

[m] 

2 0.09305 10 

4 0.35972 3.33 

6 0.75199 2 

8 1.3454 1.43 

10 2.0754 1.11 

12 2.9954 0.91 

14 3.5966 0.77 

16 3.6218 0.67 

18 3.6131 0.59 

20 3.6215 0.53 

22 3.6171 0.48 

24 3.6201 0.44 

26 3.6192 0.4 
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Table 9. Relationship between the eigenvalue and the c-c spacing between the battens having 

foundation modulus Ks=500000 N/m2. 

𝑲𝒔 = 𝟓𝟎𝟎𝟎𝟎𝟎 𝑵/𝒎𝟐 

Number of 

bracing 

members 

First 

Eigenvalue 

𝜶𝒌,𝒛 

c-c spacing 

[m] 

2 0.0930489 10 

4 0.3597 3.33 

6 0.75108 2 

8 1.3398 1.43 

10 2.0565 1.11 

12 2.8853 0.91 

14 3.2703 0.77 

16 3.3368 0.67 

18 3.3561 0.59 

20 3.3658 0.53 

22 3.3713 0.48 

24 3.374 0.44 

26 3.3752 0.4 
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Table 10. Relationship between the eigenvalue and the c-c spacing between the battens having 

foundation modulus Ks=100000 N/m2. 

𝑲𝒔 = 𝟏𝟎𝟎𝟎𝟎𝟎 𝑵/𝒎𝟐 

Number of 

bracing 

members 

First 

Eigenvalue 

𝜶𝒌,𝒛 

c-c spacing 

[m] 

2 0.09305 10 

4 0.35943 3.33 

6 0.74343 2 

8 1.2771 1.43 

10 1.5466 1.11 

12 1.5802 0.91 

14 1.5864 0.77 

16 1.5873 0.67 

18 1.5875 0.59 

20 1.5878 0.53 

22 1.5882 0.48 

24 1.5884 0.44 

26 1.5884 0.4 
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Table 11. Relationship between the eigenvalue and the c-c spacing between the battens having 

foundation modulus Ks=1000 N/m2. 

𝑲𝒔 = 𝟏𝟎𝟎𝟎 𝑵/𝒎𝟐 

Number of 

bracing 

members 

First 

Eigenvalue 

𝜶𝒌,𝒛 

c-c spacing 

[m] 

2 0.09304 10 

4 0.24957 3.33 

6 0.24897 2 

8 0.24862 1.43 

10 0.24831 1.11 

12 0.24808 0.91 

14 0.24792 0.77 

16 0.2478 0.67 

18 0.24771 0.59 

20 0.24763 0.53 

22 0.24757 0.48 

24 0.24751 0.44 

26 0.24746 0.4 
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Table 12. Relationship between the eigenvalue and the c-c spacing between the battens having 

foundation modulus Ks=100 N/m2. 

𝑲𝒔 = 𝟏𝟎𝟎 𝑵/𝒎𝟐 

Number of 

bracing 

members 

First 

Eigenvalue 

𝜶𝒌,𝒛 

c-c spacing 

[m] 

2 0.09305 10 

4 0.1228 3.33 

6 0.12269 2 

8 0.12267 1.43 

10 0.12267 1.11 

12 0.12267 0.91 

14 0.12267 0.77 

16 0.12267 0.67 

18 0.12267 0.59 

20 0.12267 0.53 

22 0.12267 0.48 

24 0.12267 0.44 

26 0.12267 0.4 
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Table 13. Relationship between the eigenvalue and the c-c spacing between the battens having 

foundation modulus Ks=10 N/m2. 

𝑲𝒔 = 𝟏𝟎 𝑵/𝒎𝟐 

Number of 

bracing 

members 

First 

Eigenvalue 

𝜶𝒌,𝒛 

c-c spacing 

[m] 

2 0.0366 10 

4 0.02088 3.33 

6 0.01795 2 

8 0.01674 1.43 

10 0.01608 1.11 

12 0.01566 0.91 

14 0.01537 0.77 

16 0.015163 0.67 

18 0.015007 0.59 

20 0.01488 0.53 

22 0.014781 0.48 

24 0.014701 0.44 

26 0.01463 0.4 
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Table 14. Parametric study for truss with 4 braced diagonals: *** - In-plane buckling, **** - 

matches with 2 braced diagonals. 

Foundation 

modulus, 

𝑲𝒔  

[N/m2] 

First 

Eigenvalue 

𝜶𝒌,𝒛 

Maximum out-of-

plane 

displacement in 

half-wave from 

the eaves 

[Number] 

Maximum 

out-of.plane 

displacement 

X-coordinate 

[m] 

Distance 

between 

the zero 

moment 

points 

[m] 

Number 

of springs 

acting 

within 

DBZMP 

[Number] 

580000 3.6279 2 1.65 1.08 2 

600000 3.683 2/18 (out of 19) 1.65/17.38 1.08 2 

700000 3.9494 2 (out of 17) 1.61 1.04 3 

800000 4.2031 2 (out of 17) 1.58 1.01 3 

900000 4.4456 2/16 (out of 17) 1.54/17.48 0.98 3 

1000000 4.677 2 ****(out of 19) 1.5 0.95 3 

1012000 4.704 2 (out of 19) 1.5 0.95 3 

1015000 4.7042 1/6*** (out of 6) 1.62/17.4 1.37 3 

1100000 4.7042 1/6*** (out of 6) 1.65/17.38 2.37 5 

2000000 4.7044 1/6*** (out of 6) 1.60/17.59 2.71 7 

5000000 4.7045 1/6*** (out of 6) 1.70/17.32 2.98 7 
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Table 15. Parametric study for truss with 2 braced diagonals; * - diagonal failure, ** - see diagrams, 

*** - In-plane buckling. 

Foundation 

modulus, 

𝑲𝒔  

[N/m2] 

First 

Eigenvalue 

𝜶𝒌,𝒛 

Maximum out-

of-plane 

displacement in 

half-wave from 

the eaves 

[Number] 

Maximum 

out-of.plane 

displacement 

X-coordinate 

[m] 

Distance 

between 

the zero 

moment 

points 

[m] 

Number 

of springs 

acting 

within 

DBZMP 

[Number] 

10 0.0146303 1 (out of 1) 9.51 18.37 49 

10 

 

1 (out of 1) 9.51 18.37 49 

100 

 

1/2 (out of 2) 4.1/14.92 8.74 22 

1000 

 

1/3 (out of 3) 2.66/16.36 4.18 10 

10000 0.60781 1 1.67 2.44 6 

100000 1.5884 2 2.51 1.61 4 

300000 2.6732 2/14 (out of 15) 2.09/16.93 1.3 4 

580000 3.6075 2 1.67 1.1 2 

600000 3.6637 2/16 (out of 17) 1.66/17.36 1.09 2 

700000 3.9362 16 (out of 17) 17.39 1.06 2 

800000 4.196 16 (out of 17) 17.42 1.02 3 

900000 4.4434 16 (out of 17) 17.46 0.99 3 

1000000 4.677 2 (out of 19) 1.5 0.95 3 

1010000 4.6995 2/18 (out of 19) 1.50/17.52 0.95 3 

1012000 4.704 2 (out of 19) 1.47 0.95 3 

1015000 4.7041 1*** (out of 6) 1.45 1.05 3 

1020000 4.7041 1*** (out of 6) 1.43 1.1 3 
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Table 16. Parametric study for truss with no diagonal bracing; * - diagonal failure, ** - see 

diagrams. 

Foundation 

modulus, 

𝑲𝒔  

[N/m2] 

First 

Eigenvalue 

𝜶𝒌,𝒛 

Maximum out-

of-plane 

displacement in 

half-wave from 

the eaves 

[Number] 

Maximum 

out-of.plane 

displacement 

X-coordinate 

[m] 

Distance 

between 

the zero 

moment 

points 

[m] 

Number 

of springs 

acting 

within 

DBZMP 

[Number] 

10 0.0146303 1 (out of 1) 9.51 18.37 49 

50 0.0706497 1 (out of 1) 9.51 17.99 47 

80 0.10929 1 (out of 1) 9.51 17.78 47 

90 0.11984 1/2 (out of 2) 4.13 17.61 47 

100 0.12267 1/2 (out of 2) 4.1/14.92 8.74 22 

500 0.19934 1/3 (out of 3) 2.84/16.17 4.67 12 

1000 0.24746 1/3 (out of 3) 2.66/16.36 4.18 10 

5000 0.46366 1 2.04 2.81 7 

10000 0.60781 1 1.67 2.44 6 

20000 0.79391 1 1.39 2.15 5 

50000 1.1571 1/9 (out of 9) 1.179/17.84 1.88 5 

100000 1.5884 2 2.51 1.61 4 

200000 2.1792 2 2.29 1.46 3 

220000 2.2856 2 2.25 1.44 3 

240000 2.3885 2/12 (out of 13) 2.22/16.8 1.41 3 

260000 2.4875 2/12 (out of 13) 2.19/16.83 1.37 3 

280000 2.5825 2 2.14 1.33 4 

300000 2.6732 2/14 (out of 15) 2.09/16.93 1.3 4 

320000 2.7595 2 2.03 1.27 3 

340000 2.841 2 1.97 1.25 3 

360000 2.9179 2 1.9 1.22 3 

380000 2.9906 2 1.85 1.19 3 

400000 3.0598 2 1.81 1.17 3 

420000 3.1264 2 1.78 1.16 3 

440000 3.1908 2 1.75 1.14 3 

460000 3.2536 2 1.73 1.14 2 

480000 3.315 2 1.72 1.13 2 

500000 3.3752 2 1.71 1.13 2 
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520000 3.4344 2 1.69 1.11 2 

540000 3.4925 2 1.69 1.11 2 

560000 3.5493 2* 1.68 1.1 2 

580000 3.5819 6* 7.08 0.82 2 

600000 3.5871 6* 7.08 0.81 2 

620000 3.5909 6* 7.08 0.8 2 

640000 3.5938 6* 7.09 0.78 2 

660000 3.5965 6* 7.09 0.76 2 

680000 3.5989 6* 7.09 0.74 2 

700000 3.601 6* 7.09 0.73 2 

720000 3.6028 6* 7.09 0.73 2 

740000 3.6047 6* 7.09 0.72 2 

760000 3.6061 6* 7.09 0.72 2 

780000 3.6077 6* 7.08 0.72 2 

800000 3.6092 6* 7.08 0.71 2 

820000 3.6103 6* 7.08 0.71 2 

840000 3.6115 6* 7.08 0.71 2 

860000 3.6127 6* 7.08 0.7 1 

880000 3.6138 6* 7.08 0.69** 2 

900000 3.6148 6* 7.08 0.69** 2 

1000000 3.6192 6* 7.08 0.68** 2 

1100000 3.6226 8* 7.08 0.66** 2 

1200000 3.6254 6* 7.07 0.65** 2 

1300000 3.6278 6* 7.07 0.64** 2 

1400000 3.6299 6* 7.07 0.63** 2 

1500000 3.6317 6* 7.07 0.62** 2 
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APPENDIX 3: Diagrams 

The following list of diagrams presents visualization of the results of the 

buckling analysis performed on truss with no braced diagonals. Captions 

under the set of figures correspond to the respective value of the foundation 

modulus in N/m2.  
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The following list of diagrams presents visualization of the results of the 

buckling analysis performed on truss with 2 braced diagonals (the longer 

diagonals). Captions under the set of figures correspond to the respective 

value of the foundation modulus in N/m2.  
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The following list of diagrams presents visualization of the results of the 

buckling analysis performed on truss with 4 braced diagonals (all 

compressed diagonals). Captions under the set of figures correspond to the 

respective value of the foundation modulus in N/m2. 
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The following list of diagrams presents visualization of the results of the 

buckling analysis performed on truss with fixed value of the foundation 

modulus 𝐾𝑠 = 10 N/m2 and no braced diagonals. Captions under the set of 

figures correspond to the respective number of springs used to brace one 

pitch of the top chord.  
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The following list of diagrams presents visualization of the results of the 

buckling analysis performed on truss with fixed value of the foundation 

modulus 𝐾𝑠 = 100 N/m2 and no braced diagonals. Captions under the set of 

figures correspond to the respective number of springs used to brace one 

pitch of the top chord.  
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The following list of diagrams presents visualization of the results of the 

buckling analysis performed on truss with fixed value of the foundation 

modulus 𝐾𝑠 = 1000 N/m2 and no braced diagonals. Captions under the set 

of figures correspond to the respective number of springs used to brace one 

pitch of the top chord.  
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The following list of diagrams presents visualization of the results of the 

buckling analysis performed on truss with fixed value of the foundation 

modulus 𝐾𝑠 = 100000 N/m2 and no braced diagonals. Captions under the 

set of figures correspond to the respective number of springs used to brace 

one pitch of the top chord.  
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The following list of diagrams presents visualization of the results of the 

buckling analysis performed on truss with fixed value of the foundation 

modulus 𝐾𝑠 = 500000 N/m2 and no braced diagonals. Captions under the 

set of figures correspond to the respective number of springs used to brace 

one pitch of the top chord.  
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The following list of diagrams presents visualization of the results of the 

buckling analysis performed on truss with fixed value of the foundation 

modulus 𝐾𝑠 = 1000000 N/m2 and no braced diagonals. Captions under the 

set of figures correspond to the respective number of springs used to brace 

one pitch of the top chord.  
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The following list of diagrams presents visualization of the results of the 

geometric nonlinear stress analysis performed on truss with fixed value of 

the foundation modulus 𝐾𝑠 = 500000 N/m2and no braced diagonals. 

Captions under the set of figures correspond to the respective number of 

equally spaced springs used to brace one pitch of the top chord.  
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